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Chapter 1991: Half Immortal Emperor Battle 

- Half Immortal Emperor Battle 

He sought a battle, wished for a defeat! 

Just what kind of state was this? Perhaps there really was this type of creature who, from birth, always 

advanced powerfully, defeating all under heaven. 

This lasted all the way until the day when he climbed to the absolute peak, transcending above, 

overlooking immortal kings, looking down on undying beings. At this level, perhaps he truly desired 

defeat. 

It was because he had never experienced it before. After becoming unrivaled, in his opinion, the entire 

world seemed lonely. This was a path he had to take alone. 

At this level, there were already no creatures who could converse with him, the difference between 

them too great. From a certain perspective, he was already considered an entirely different ‘species’. 

The lord of Darkness Imperial Court perhaps reached this level. Shi Hao didn’t believe this person to be 

purposely flaunting either, perhaps he truly was unmatched and lonesome. 

At the same time, he felt a deeper level of suspicion, thinking that perhaps when one person stood on 

the absolute peak for too long, this creature’s mental state and even his thoughts would undergo 

changes. 

Shi Hao even believed that the darkness disaster, this type of history’s greatest calamity, was precisely 

because of this type of ultimate being, for example, this half immortal emperor before him triggered by 

the irregular changes he underwent. 

“Kill!” 

Regardless, this battle was unavoidable. The two individuals’ magical imprints continuously appeared, 

able to instantly seal the heavens, suppress and kill creatures of all clans. 

If they unleashed a great battle, the people of that great world most likely couldn’t continue living, all of 

them perishing. This type of difference in power really was difficult to measure. 

This was a half immortal emperor battle! 

A great battle erupted between the two half immortal emperors. Ever since the ancient past, how many 

people had seen this type of thing? At the very least, in Immortal Domain, Foreign Realm, Realm Sea and 

other places, no one had seen such a thing before. 

Even immortal kings weren’t able to witness this kind of battle, only able to imagine it. 

Right now, the great river of time surged, the years crushed down ruthlessly. This place became chaotic. 

Their separate bodies and magical projections were rushing about, moving about the great river of time, 

fighting intensely. 
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At this level, all types of inconceivable divine abilities made them exceed the imaginations of immortal 

kings, to the extent where they could slaughter their way to worlds different from this age. 

This was on the premise that they didn’t interfere with the matters of that age, or else the karma would 

be too great. 

To be more precise, they had the ability to take action in that space, but if they truly made that type of 

choice, they might become nothing, no longer existing. 

No creatures could do what they pleased, there would always be a power that could keep them in 

check. This was especially the case for creatures at the very peak. Even if he was a true emperor, if he 

obstinately clung to his way, he would still suffer terrible consequences. 

Otherwise, in this heaven and earth, the past, present and future, if these were easily toyed with by 

them, would there still be any meaning left? 

Hong! 

They couldn’t go against this kind of great karma, didn’t dare endure it, but this didn’t mean that their 

strength wasn't at that level. Right now, the battle between the two was world shocking and terrifying. 

Roar! 

Despite being shriveled, the gray-haired man’s aura overflowed into the heavens. His unmatched 

presence was fully displayed, impossible to doubt. His golden pupils shone. With a great shout, the Land 

of Darkness split apart, millions and millions of li caving in and descending. 

As for the starry sky, the starry seas and others wrapped around by thick darkness matter, they also 

exploded, no longer existing. 

However, at that level, regardless of whether it was the enemy or all life, life and death happened within 

a single thought. Immediately afterwards, the gray-robed man’s sleeves moved, crushing all stars in the 

cosmos, but then everything was restored back to normal. 

The gray-robed man’s weapon clashed intensely with Shi Hao’s immortal sword and Law Pool. He 

himself was also fiercely attacking. 

This was still only the beginning, yet blood already splashed outwards! 

Pu! 

A drop of blood descended. The great river of time was severed, time coming to a standstill, freezing at 

this moment. All things seemed to have stopped. 

Only these two figures tangled about each other, fighting a great battle. Their battle situation became 

more and more intense, becoming incomparable. If the immortal kings saw this, their faces would turn 

as pale as snow. This defied normal reasoning. 

Peng! 

The two exchanged palms. A sky shocking power rippled out. This was their magical force. They then 

turned into waves, surging through the great darkness world. 



Kacha! 

This time, the universe was torn apart. Between their palms and fingers, ripples tore through heaven 

and earth, forming unimaginably terrifying shock waves. 

Moreover, ripples continuously surged, hacking outwards along the great cracks. 

Honglonglong! 

As a result, the primal chaos was hacked open. Clear energy rose and turbid energy descended. In 

addition, there was a kernel that shone, continuously flickering about. 

If there was someone here, they would definitely be shocked. 

Any random strike from these two great experts opened up a great world! 

The ripples extended along these cracks, opening heaven and earth, cutting open primal chaos. A blue 

sky appeared, the great earth thick, groups of stars thus appearing. 

Who could have imagined that in battle, their magical force fluctuations would already construct this 

type of great world? 

This was precisely the power of a half immortal emperor! 

The weapons of these two great experts were already separated from them, clashing on their own, 

already rushing into primal chaos. They were also opening up worlds, fighting in the desolate 

nothingness of a newly created universe. 

Honglong! 

A streak of primordial spirit light rushed out from within Shi Hao’s body. His hand formed a law imprint, 

bringing it down with the stance of a monarch carrying out judgement on the world! 

This type of might was extremely terrifying, freezing time, restricting the great river of time. All things 

froze at this moment. The main force was directed at that gray-haired expert. 

“Borrowing the eternal freezing of time to kill me, this is far from enough.” That gray-haired man said 

coldly. 

His brows also shone, producing a man who was heroic and flourishing. This was his primordial spirit 

light, his past heroic appearance. It was too different from right now. 

“Kill!” 

The two primordial spirits shone, smashing together, making the great river of time surge intensely, as if 

it was going to divert! 

In the end, the two waves of primordial spirit light followed the long river of time, moving downwards. 

They clashed intensely, heading to who knew what age. However, they were far above, not setting foot 

into the river. 

Even so, this was also already world shocking. 



Roar! 

The gray-haired man roared out. A giant shadow appeared behind him, incredibly terrifying. It looked 

like a giant beast, immediately rushing over, wishing to devour Shi Hao and drag him into the abyss of 

time. 

In that place, old scenes appeared one after another, accompanying the birth of Burial Earth and the 

emergence of the Foreign Realm. Heaven and earth first opened, these scenes just too horrifying. 

Shi Hao was inwardly shaken. This man was powerful after all. This person previously traced the river of 

time upstream, witnessed the most distant ancient extremity, comprehending the mysteries of heaven. 

“Kill!” 

Shi Hao roared out. By his chest, which was also the dao palace secret realm he established, someone 

seemed to be chanting scriptures in the past. Now, they truly took form. 

This was a small figure seated on a great dao flower. It opened its mouth and breathed in, swallowing 

the flower petals. It seemed to live in the past. It brandished its fist imprint, smashing towards the giant 

black shadow. 

The two fought a bloody battle, clashing intensely. 

The figure that seemed to live in the past jumped out from Shi Hao’s chest, following that giant shadow, 

landing by the riverbank of the great river of time, slaughtering towards the limits of the past. 

Meanwhile, their true bodies also clashed intensely. 

In that instant, blood dripped everywhere, the scene horrifying. The two emperors struggled, easily 

touching upon life and death. Even though their cultivation levels didn’t have too great of a difference, it 

was still a shocking experience. 

Roar! 

The gray-clothed man roared out. A pair of giant rotten wings appeared behind him. It was terrifying 

beyond comparison. With a light shake, natural laws surged, surrounding towards Shi Hao. 

This left him shocked. This was clearly a half immortal emperor level expert. Even if it had wings, there 

was no way it should be rotten. 

However, immediately afterwards, Shi Hao knew why. A wave of world eradicating aura rushed out, 

covering heaven and earth, binding him and wishing to destroy him. 

These were the laws of destruction! 

Hong! 

Shi Hao’s flesh shone, all of his body’s essence blood surged. A streak of white light rushed out from his 

mouth and nose, as if a silver True Dragon rushed out, resplendent beyond comparison, winding about 

himself. 



It was just a single thought. In his surroundings, giant trees appeared, taking root in the void, immortal 

herbs growing everywhere, lush and verdant. Long life medicines bloomed, sparkling and translucent, 

their fragrance wafting about. 

This was a natural luck technique! 

The other party used destruction great dao, so he used natural luck, sending endless life force into the 

heavens. 

How did he resist darkness corrosion? It was precisely because his own blood energy surged, his life aura 

too rich, to the extent where it could nourish all life, deriving the most profound great dao. 

Hong! 

Immediately afterwards, the two erupted into dazzling radiance, even darkness seemingly dispelled. This 

world released specks of brilliance. 

However, at this moment, the pressure descended again, gray mist surrounding everything, destructive 

power surging. Shi Hao’s right palm dissolved the world, melting all things, sending the other party’s 

power back. Suddenly, his palm also became gray and black, releasing death aura, he himself also 

displayed destruction great dao laws. 

This was equivalent to two people's power added together, everything smashing towards that gray-

haired expert. 

Dong! 

Heaven and earth were being opened. The gray-haired expert tore apart this great cosmos, entering a 

sea of primal chaos, pouring out an endless destructive force. A great world of death was established 

here. 

This was precisely a half immortal emperor. With a single thought, realms would be eradicated and 

born, able to affect the rise and fall of years. Past, present and future would tremble as a result. 

Kill! 

The two fought intensely, fighting from the heavens above to the ground below, and then from the 

ground back into the five elements, establishing a world, deriving all things. 

Dong! 

The future river of time had terrifying light that erupted, the primordial spirit radiance there 

resplendent. 

Honglong! 

The riverbank of the past produced specks of blood, world shocking power surging. An inextinguishable 

intent was spreading. 

Meanwhile, at this moment, the two great experts’ true bodies were also fighting, blood splashing 

outwards. It was exceptionally terrifying, sometimes bitter beyond comparison, their bodies even 

breaking into many parts. 



However, they would quickly recover, their true bodies fighting once again. 

This type of scene was incredibly terrifying. If immortal kings were here, their entire bodies would 

definitely go ice-cold, their scalps turning numb, even their souls shaking endlessly. 

It was because the battle at this level was just too shocking. 

Regardless of whether it was the past or future, there were two great experts who were fighting. 

However, they transcended above the great river of time, not affecting those areas of time-space. 

Perhaps there wasn’t even anyone who sensed just what kind of terrifying battle previously took place 

in their age. 

However, there were some time nodes that not even these two great experts could currently charge 

past. It was believed that this was related to their life trajectory, so they couldn’t be touched. 

At the very least, at the Half Immortal Emperor Realm, they didn’t dare rashly continue. 

“You are named Huang. It is too much of a pity. After playing for a bit, in the end, your blood will still dye 

the heavens. Heh!” 

The gray-haired emperor sneered. His magical body not only existed in the present world, fighting 

intensely against Shi Hao, there was also a portion that was in a different part of the great river of time. 

“At our level, you still view a corner of the future as the absolute truth? Laughable! That is but a mirage 

of one of millions and millions of possibilities!” Shi Hao sneered. 

He was completely unshaken as he said, “Where a half immortal emperor passes, everything is possible, 

everything can also be made impossible. Those who try to plot against time will end up becoming 

nothingness themselves!” 

The greater the strength, the greater the karma! 

En? 

Shi Hao glanced back. His heart sensed something. He looked towards the lower reaches of the great 

river of time. There seemed to be several formidable figures who rose up, shining resplendently. 

Then, he saw that someone was going against the river of time, treading on the years, closing in on the 

Land of Darkness, wishing to descend here! 

There were also some creatures who were fighting intensely there! 

One person stood on a great cauldron, another had white clothes purer than snow, another having a 

great bell floating above his head… 

Ssss! 

Even that gray-haired expert sucked in cold air! 
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There were people fighting, going against the darkness. They moved along the great river of time, 

heading up from that distant future path, slaughtering in this direction. 

That speed was just too fast! 

However, they were all extremely hazy, all of them wrapped around by time, their true appearances 

couldn’t be seen. Only their rough outlines could be made out. However, even so, everyone was still 

stunned. 

How could the gray-clothed expert not be shocked. Did those individuals discover them? Was that why 

they came? 

His mind sunk. While fighting a great battle with Huang, did he end up provoking these creatures from 

the lower reaches, discovered by them, and that was why they were reacting powerfully? Did this mean 

that they already made contact with that area of time, changing something? 

This made him suck in a cold breath of air. Even as a half immortal emperor, a wave of coldness still 

surged from his back. If this was the case, then the karma he would shoulder really would be a bit too 

great. 

Perhaps he might even become nothing after endless ages! 

After becoming unmatched throughout the ages, the heavens weren’t able to bury him, the earth 

unable to destroy him, time unable to kill him, but he wasn’t willing to randomly trample on all of the 

world’s laws. There were some taboo areas he still couldn’t step foot into. 

Otherwise, the karma he would be involved in would bring his life to an end! 

Shi Hao’s eyes were deep, staring into the lower reaches of time. Within his pupils were scenes of 

heaven and earth being created. He didn’t say anything. 

However, at this time, the heavens throughout endless ages seemed to be under his grasp. He seemed 

to be able to see through their foundation. With a final roar, unmatched magical force erupted. 

Shi Hao raised his fist and attacked the gray-haired man viciously. 

Honglonglong! 

At this time, in the lower reaches of time, those indistinct figures also became hazy because of this. 

It was because the battle here was too shocking, endlessly brilliant. With their main bodies as the main 

battle, they fought intensely, blood scattering across the universe. The future and past rivers became 

unstable, the various scenes disappearing. 

At the same time, the gray-haired man roared out. He quickly called back the primordial spirit light 

struggling in the future river of time’s lower reaches, moreover, he even called back the black magical 

body that was fighting in the past great river’s upper reaches. 

He felt apprehension, worried that he might have involved himself in great karma, worried that while his 

primordial spirit light fought against Shi Hao, he might have touched upon some forbidden domain in 

the great river of time’s lower reaches. 



Once it touched upon great events that involved other areas of time and space, his current body might 

just break apart. 

“You are scared!” Shi Hao said coldly. 

From the very start, he was always extremely calm, as if he was just watching something that had 

nothing to do with himself. He didn’t fear anything, always maintaining this type of attitude. 

“I am the Emperor, why would I ever feel fear? Even if there is karma attached to me, I will still 

overwhelm it with force. I have reigned brilliantly through time, who can cut down my magical body?!” 

The gray-haired man shouted. 

Within his deathly gray eyes, his golden pupils released brilliant radiance, becoming golden radiance 

that illuminated the present world. 

Hong! 

The two fought a great intense battle! 

The struggle between life and death became more and more miserable. Both of them were existences at 

the half immortal emperor level, so how much weaker could they be than each other? They were 

naturally already unrivalled creatures. 

From the past until now, after so many great eras passed, just how many half immortal emperors had 

there been? 

At the very least, Shi Hao had never seen a half immortal emperor before. Only after stepping into the 

world of darkness did he encounter one! 

He also saw figures in the lower reaches of the great river of time. He had a type of feeling that even 

though there was endless time separating them, even if he was blocked by the river of time, in the end, 

he would still come into contact with them. 

He even had a vague feeling that not long after, he would meet them! 

“The future…” 

He thought about that person who fought while standing on a cauldron in Desolate Border’s Imperial 

Pass, thought about Cao Yusheng millions and millions of years later, and thought about that white-

clothed woman who possessed exceptional beauty. He had seen creatures of the future already. 

Regarding that period, whenever he encountered someone from those times, the times were all 

different. 

For example, compared to Shi Hao in his youth, his current Half Immortal Emperor Realm self was 

already completely different. 

Similarly, those creatures were definitely like this as well. Whenever they met him, they were at 

different stages of life. 

“Huang, did you know that everything you do is futile? You will never understand what you have to face 

is, your end will be extremely miserable, extremely lamentable!” 



That gray-haired man said with a deep voice, his voice ice-cold, the meaning difficult to make out. He 

carried a type of cruelty, a type of complex emotions, speaking just like this. 

“Apart from me, everything else will turn to dust from my fists!” 

This was Shi Hao’s reply. He was powerful and resolute, incredibly self-confident. His conviction had 

never wavered. 

Regardless of what he encountered in this world, his will remained firm, confident that he could 

suppress all enemies throughout the ages. He had never felt fear or cowered back. 

“Heh, haha…” The gray-haired expert roared with laughter, his gaze becoming colder and colder. He 

took action like lightning, his figure moving like an illusion. With each clash, there would be heaven 

splitting power. 

Honglong! 

His hair shone, changing from a gray color to golden, his entire figure’s temperament different. His 

divine might was unmatched, heroic and transcendent, flesh starting to grow, figure no longer withered. 

Hong! 

“Sacrifice the heavens, sacrifice the earth, sacrifice heroic spirits!” 

He shouted out. The radiance released from his eyes was horrifying. With a swirl of his eyes, all things 

changed, an ancient altar appearing before him. 

His skin shone, becoming incomparably resplendent. Some drops of blood trickled out, not only black, 

there was golden color as well, even red color, all of it landing on the altar. 

Shi Hao couldn’t help but become horrified. He saw many scenes appear on that altar, all of them great 

events that happened in the distant past. 

The reason why this creature could reach this step was because his dao achieving path was too strange, 

too terrifying, carrying cruelty within the difficulty. 

He sacrificed an age’s heroes, all competitors became sacrifices on the altar. In the end, when he 

achieved half immortal emperor level, he even sacrificed the realm he resided on. 

Heaven and earth were sacrificed by him! 

This was originally a boundless great world, yet in the end, it became deathly still, becoming a splash in 

Realm Sea. 

He carried Imperial Court’s troops across Realm Sea into the Land of Darkness, but in the end, those 

creatures, for some unknown reason, became sacrifices as well, all of them dying, turning into withered 

bones. He was the only one left behind, his lonely self remaining in this Darkness Imperial Court of his. 

Hong! 

After the gray-haired expert’s entire body shone, his body’s condition seemed to have changed. He used 

his own blood to communicate with that altar made from great dao symbols. 



Right now, he wanted to sacrifice Shi Hao! 

Sacrifice heaven, sacrifice earth, sacrifice heroic spirits. He didn’t revere the three, didn’t offer sacrifices 

to them, instead actually sacrificing them. 

Now, what he wanted to do was sacrifice Shi Hao. 

“Don’t get carried away by your delusions!” 

Shi Hao responded coldly. His body shone, waves of smoke rising from his back. Great dao flames 

suddenly surged, burning fiercely, rushing towards that altar. 

Even while he was surrounded by mysterious natural laws, an altar standing in his path, he still remained 

calm. 

“Break!” 

Shi Hao shouted out. When he took action, a streak of scarlet multicolored light rushed out from his 

palm, moreover turning into a guillotine within the brilliant scarlet red blood. 

“Cut through!” 

He roared out. He created the Immortal Killing Guillotine, wishing to cut through all things. 

In the past, when he was young, he had experienced the immortal killing platform many times, he even 

absorbed the Immortal Killing Guillotine’s light. Now that he became a half immortal emperor level 

existence, he could naturally derive all methods of the heavens. 

Kacha! 

The altar cracked, but the Immortal Killing Guillotine also produced cracks. 

Honglong! 

In the end, both strange objects exploded, turning into dust, and then disappeared without a trace. 

“Kill!” 

On the other side, the golden brilliance receded. The gray-haired man’s body dried up once again, his 

hair also no longer golden. The blood that flowed out also began to turn dark. The two fought intensely. 

Half immortal emperor, the reason why he couldn’t be killed, undying through endless tribulations, was 

because he never encountered his match. 

However, now, when these two great experts fought bloodily, one side had to fall in the end. 

Hong! 

Once again, a pair of wings appeared on the gray-clothed man’s back. They were no longer tattered, 

instead one black one white, incredibly strange. They suddenly erupted with yin yang force, forming a 

great dao diagram. They moved fiercely, hacking towards Shi Hao. 

With a weng sound, a Kun fish leapt out from behind Shi Hao, changing from great yin to great yang. 

Golden radiance erupted, a Great Peng immediately rushed millions and millions of li into the air. 



He relied on the transformations of the great yin and great yang to break through the other side’s yin 

yang diagram. 

Hong! 

Moreover, Shi Hao released a fist. His finger produced a dragon head, condensing an imprint, smashing 

over. 

Peng! 

The gray-haired man’s right palm was like a blade, turning into a scarlet red bird beak. This was a True 

Phoenix bird beak, incredibly dazzling, its radiance endless. It was like the edge of great dao shears, 

wishing to sever the dragon head. 

Dong! 

The cosmos erupted. They slaughtered their way into the sea of primal chaos, blood splashing outwards. 

The battle between these two reached a climax. 

Each time they attacked, their power would surge. With a single thought, all life would be erased, all 

things destroyed! 

Chi! 

Resplendent immortal light tore apart the sea of primal chaos. The gray-clothed man shouted out 

crazily, his fist smashing through all things, piercing through the past, present and future. This dao fist 

radiance really was too strong. 

The radiance towered side by side along with the great river of time, shining from the current world into 

the past, and then back into the future’s heavens, like lightning that illuminated a night sky. 

It was because the great battle had reached its final moments, about to decide life and death. 

He used his most powerful methods here. 

Peng! 

Shi Hao derived unmatched techniques, his great secret realms all shining. With his body, the past, 

present and future figures appeared, hazy and indistinct, all of them merging into one with his true self. 

Right now, he was unmatched! 

In his surroundings, the Kun Peng projection, True Dragon projection, Lightning Emperor projection and 

others all appeared one after another as well. These were the great dao symbols he derived, condensing 

the most powerful strength. 

Honglonglong! 

In the intense great collisions, the two great experts smashed through primal chaos, slaughtering their 

way over again. The Land of Darkness’ endless black mist was scattered, some radiance actually visible. 

They slaughtered their way out of the Land of Darkness. 



Pu! 

The space between the gray-haired man’s brows exploded, pierced through by Shi Hao’s finger. The 

radiance of a half immortal emperor was going to light up the past, present and future, world shocking 

and incomparable. 

“I lost… this type of feeling, I’ve finally experienced it.” 

The gray-haired man was laughing, disappointed and frustrated, bewildered, in the end, he went crazy. 

The power within his body surged, his skull exploding, his primordial spirit light illuminating everything. 

He didn’t die. As a half immortal emperor, even if his primordial spirit was torn apart, it would still be 

hard for him to perish. 

Blood was trickling down the space between his brows. He backed up, coldly looking at Shi Hao. 

Meanwhile, at this time, Shi Hao stared forward, his pupils turning into the most basic great dao 

symbols, the blazing radiance simply able to burn down the heavens. 

This place was no longer dark. All of the inauspiciousness and the ominous seemed to have been 

dispelled. 

He knew that he most likely truly arrived at the ultimate destination. 

It was because there was a rumor that on the other end of Realm Sea, only after crossing the Land of 

Darkness, could one reach the ultimate ancient land. 

This place lacked black mist, but it couldn’t be called resplendent either. It only had a normal world’s 

brilliance, even a bit dusky, as if it was dusk. 

It was like the dust of all deities. 

In this place, there were some remains that didn’t decay, surrounded by fiery light, burning like torches. 

They released a brilliant color. All of these were immortal kings! 

The most shocking scene was that there was one person who was seated there that turned into a flame, 

their body no longer existing, releasing half immortal emperor power. 

A half immortal emperor perished! 

There were ruined remains of a body In that flame, a Willow Deity that was about to be completely 

destroyed. It was only a foot tall, rising and falling in that human form fiery light. 

“Willow Deity!” 

Shi Hao roared out, his emotions surging greatly for the first time. 

He actually encountered Willow Deity here, but it was about to perish. However, it was surrounded by 

half immortal emperor fiery light, temporarily dispelling the state of death. 

Willow Deity received its protection, so it might not completely perish. 



“Do you see this? If a half immortal emperor does not understand heaven’s secrets, obstinately going 

about things their own way, they will still fall. This is an example.” The gray-haired man said coldly. 

“Who is he?” Shi Hao asked. 

“Your so-called Age of Emperor Collapse, the creature who successfully crossed Realm Sea and arrived 

here is naturally him.” The gray-clothed man said with a cruel voice. 

Right now, Shi Hao could feel how lonely this path was. That person from countless great eras ago 

previously set off alone, arriving here, yet ended up in this state. 

Was this also going to be his final destination. 

Weng! 

Shi Hao’s body trembled, feeling a wave of sadness. Then, a fist-sized fiery light flew out, made of great 

dao symbols, quickly entering that dead creature’s magical body. 

“Yi, an emperor flame that spilled out back then was actually within your body, returning now.” The 

gray-haired man was a bit surprised, but he didn’t care too much. 

That sphere belonged to that expert’s half immortal emperor dao flame. 

After arriving here, Shi Hao sensed the threat of death, as well as a pressure that was great beyond 

comparison! 
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This was a lamentable situation. A half immortal emperor, someone who looked down on all life, a single 

glance covering all realms, completely unmatched, in the end died so pitifully here. 

He only wished to quell the great darkness chaos, to return peace to the other shore of Realm Sea. 

However, after crossing the sea, he ended up dying here. 

Dying before one completed their purpose, it truly was pitiful, lamentable and sad. 

The past glorious and brilliant, world-shocking figure, was still no match for fate. 

“Willow Deity!” 

The deceased already passed on, Shi Hao couldn’t do anything about this. All he could do was protect 

the ones who were still alive. He took great steps forward. 

A half immortal emperor dao flame was jumping, protecting that foot tall willow tree. Its injuries were 

too serious, long entering a state of sleep. 

“Yi!” Shi Hao was surprised. 

That burning ruined body, the pulsing great dao flame had an extremely powerful resisting force that 

prevented external things from approaching, releasing half immortal emperor power. No wonder Willow 

Deity was still protected within. 
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“You were powerless to defend yourself, yet you still vainly wish to save another. It seems like after this, 

this place will have another emperor flame.” The gray-haired man said with a sneer. 

“Just who are you exactly? Why did you have to do all of this? What benefits does this darkness chaos 

bring you?!” Shi Hao turned around, shouting out. 

There was a wave of anger suppressed within him that was jumping crazily, wishing to rush out. 

“Cang Di, the Gray Emperor!”[1] 

The gray-haired man spoke his own name. In his eyes, there was only coldness. Towards the so-called 

darkness chaos, he didn’t say anything. 

“You were already defeated by me, yet you still think you can do anything to me?!” Shi Hao shouted. He 

already defeated Cang Di, refusing that this person alone could kill that half immortal emperor from the 

Age of Emperor Collapse. 

When he recalled the faint trail of footsteps on that dam and then looked at that ruined body that was 

currently burning, he released a light sigh. His predecessor died miserably here just like that. 

Dusk dyed everything the color of blood, as if they were the bleak clouds of the last phase. 

The great earth was boundless, the territory limitless. 

In the limits of the horizon, a great golden path appeared, rumbling with noise. In the surroundings, 

golden lotuses were everywhere, divine birds flew about, the boundless world was even trembling. 

There was a creature who appeared, on his head a purple-golden crown, his facial contour also a purple-

golden color. His figure was tall and slender. This was a terrifying creature, the pressure he gave off 

made one feel like they were suffocating. 

In his surroundings, imprints of the heavens appeared, surrounding him. 

A half immortal emperor suddenly descended just like that! 

“Gray Emperor, you’ve encountered an opponent. Are you not going to settle things yet?” The one who 

came said, his voice rumbling. He tore apart time and space, accompanied by the power of time, as if it 

was transmitted from millions and millions of years ago. 

“Grand Emperor, you’ve come.” The gray-haired man spoke. He looked towards the tall figure who wore 

a purple-golden crown. This individual was addressed as Grand Emperor. 

Purple energy overflowed into the heavens from Grand Emperor’s body. He stood on a path made of 

great dao symbols, overlooking the heavens of endless ages. When his eyes swirled, the great river of 

time appeared. 

His aura was too great. When the aura between his mouth and nose naturally swirled, it was as if the 

starry seas collapsed. He didn’t seem to belong to this world. If he appeared in this world like this, 

everything would be destroyed. 

“After taking a nap for endless time, has a new emperor appeared in this world? What a pity, you also 

don’t understand the heaven’s mysteries, obstinately clinging onto your course. There is no choice but 



to send him on his way!” Grand Emperor was extremely domineering, coldly looking down on Shi Hao in 

front of him. 

Shi Hao released a light sigh. He just knew that there was no way the ultimate destination could be this 

simple. If there was only a single gray-haired man, a single Gray Emperor, what was there to worry 

about? He already defeated one. 

However, now, another half immortal emperor appeared. There wasn’t a single one to be seen 

throughout the endless ages in the Foreign Realm and Realm Sea, yet now, there were two great experts 

here. 

No wonder that in the Age of Emperor Collapse, the emperor who left Immortal Domain still ultimately 

nursed a grievance, falling here. There were two great emperors who took action, not a match in the 

end. 

At this level, they were all half immortal emperors. Who would be that much inferior to the other? 

Even if Shi Hao was a bit better, defeating Gray Emperor, making the space between this expert’s brows 

split apart, he couldn’t guarantee that he was going to be much stronger than the other party. If they 

took action again, he didn’t know how much more of a price he would have to pay. 

Half immortal emperors were the most powerful existences since the ancient times until now. Great 

eras passed one after the next, yet just how many of them were there until now? 

Even unmatched immortal kings didn’t have the qualifications to meet them. So many creatures were 

trying to cross Realm Sea, unable to reach this level on their own! 

It could be said that among the leading figures of the endless past, if there were only a few individuals, 

then they were all here! 

Shi Hao’s expression was serious. A half immortal emperor was on equal footing with him, while he was 

facing two of them right now. Could he win? 

There was a past example right before him. That nameless existence from the Age of Emperor Collapse 

was still burning right there. 

“Why? The other shore of Realm Sea is unrelated to this place, we ought to peacefully coexist, we 

should calmly interact with each other. You all have transcended so far above, why is there a need to 

bring about such great chaos?” Shi Hao asked with a low and sunken voice. 

“Is that so? There is some mistake with your understanding. We are merely summoned individuals, only 

those brought together by fate will appear here.” Cang Di said. Gray hair scattered down, his golden 

pupils glistening with brilliance. 

Shi Hao glared at him angrily. So just because people were summoned, there was a need to trigger a 

darkness disaster? To have so many cultivators’ true spirits perish, not letting even the common people 

go, left with no choice but to evolve into darkness creatures. 

Shi Hao knew that the very fundamental reasoning was definitely that this world was unimaginable, 

completely different from the other end of Realm Sea. 



“You don’t understand the relationship the other shore of Realm Sea has with this world at all.” Grand 

Emperor spoke, his voice cold. 

“However, there is no need for you to understand either!” He added, killing intent pervading. He was 

determined to kill Shi Hao, eliminate this new great disaster. 

Qiang! 

On Shi Hao’s head, that Law Pool appeared, in his hands was an immortal sword. It was bright and 

resplendent, illuminating the endless past, even time was cut apart. 

Apart from this, a bone crown and a snow-white jade bone staff were at his body’s side. They rose and 

fell there, similarly releasing dazzling half immortal emperor level brilliance. 

These were the two Origin Ancient Artifacts, previously creating Burial Earth’s undead knights and 

Foreign Realm’s darkness evolved beings. 

“Those are our keepsakes, the magical artifacts we refined. They carry the source to bring natural luck to 

all things, yet they were even obtained by you. It seems like you really are a variable, one that isn’t 

simple.” 

Grand Emperor said. His entire body flooded with purple energy, the power surging more and more 

powerfully. When his eyes opened and closed, heaven and earth split, even the stars in the cosmos 

about to turn to dust. 

He personally admitted that these Origin Ancient Artifacts were made to affect the other side of Realm 

Sea. 

“Even the power of source couldn’t assimilate you, this really can be considered a variable.” Gray 

Emperor nodded his head in agreement. 

“Feather Emperor, why aren’t you coming quickly? We need to eliminate this variable!” Right at this 

time, Grand Emperor spoke, purple energy surging for millions and millions of li, covering the entire 

boundless heaven and earth. 

His killing intent surged, a bit more terrifying than even the gray-haired Gray Emperor. 

In the depths of the final destination, brilliant radiance filled the heavens, divine and brilliant, 

illuminating endless ancient people. It cut across the great river of time, emperor power appearing. 

“You are disturbing my rest!” 

A low voice sounded, shaking up the world. 

Then, an unrivaled creature appeared. There was an ancient war chariot that was extremely dazzling, 

releasing swirling brilliance, suppressing the world’s four extremes. 

The war chariot rumbled, surging behind the nine galloping ancient beasts who pulled it, quickly 

arriving. 



Those nine ancient beasts all released endless power, every one of them sinister and terrifying, their 

scales indented. They were like True Dragons, but they weren’t either, all of them some unknown 

species. 

The nine ancient beasts moved along the great river of time, carrying that nine-colored immortal gold 

chariot as it slaughtered its way over. 

On the war chariot, a wave of emperor power erupted. Then, an expanse of a divine rain of light 

pervaded the air. An emperor stood up, looking down in this direction. 

On his back was a pair of divine wings, his entire being powerful and holy like a perfect supreme 

existence. His entire figure was evolved to the most perfect state. 

This was another half immortal emperor! 

Even Shi Hao couldn’t help but suck in a cold breath of air. The situation was grim, how was he supposed 

to face them? 

This wasn’t Immortal Domain, neither was it the Nine Heavens Ten Earths. In the past, he was the 

world’s most powerful figure who could sweep through all realms, unmatched in the universe. 

After arriving here, he met half immortal emperors who were just like himself, those few creatures who 

rose up between countless great eras, all of them high up above. 

It could be said that they were all the same type of creature! 

These three powerful figures, if they all faced him at the same time, how was he supposed to resist 

them? 

“There are no beings who can remain eternally imperishable. You might be a variable in this great era, 

but when encountering three individuals who are just like you, what can you do? Can you defy the 

heavens?” Feather Emperor spoke, his voice rather cold, incredibly domineering. 

He stood on that war chariot, in his hands was an emperor spear. The spear tip was dripping with blood, 

scarlet red and dazzling, actually half immortal emperor blood. The spear pointed at Shi Hao. 

Shi Hao’s pupils contracted. He could feel a familiar aura. The half immortal emperor from the Age of 

Emperor Collapse who previously crossed Realm Sea alone was killed precisely by these three experts. 

The blood on that spear belonged to him. 

“The fall of an emperor…” 

Shi Hao sighed with sorrow. It really was the Age of Emperor Collapse. That age had a half immortal 

emperor who perished. Was it going to be his turn now? 

A great decisive battle descended, the situation far worse than he imagined. He was now facing a life 

and death great disaster! 

“I wish to know, those creatures who were summoned by you all, where are they all?” Shi Hao didn’t 

immediately take action, instead asking some probing questions first. 



“There is someone you care about?” The gray-haired Gray Emperor asked. At his level, there was no 

need to say too much to know what Shi Hao wanted. 

“Correct!” 

Shi Hao nodded. There wasn’t much to hide. He wanted to see that past person. 

Hong! 

Suddenly, Gray Emperor opened the void. A giant temple appeared in the distance, precisely one of the 

Guidance Ancient Palaces. This was an entrance connected to Darkness Prison. 

One could see large amounts of prisons appearing one after another, rising and falling in Guidance 

Ancient Palace’s passage, rising and falling along the great river of time, releasing a strong darkness 

aura. 

Meanwhile now, Shi Hao’s consciousness was powerful to an unimaginable degree, terrifying beyond 

comparison. With a single thought, he could sweep through millions and millions of li of the vast sky. 

Not even the matters of a realm could be hidden from him for long. 

Now, when he deliberately searched with all of his strength, sensing the auras of his old friends, he 

could naturally accomplish what he wanted. 

He found them! 

He actually discovered them! With a hong noise, his divine will forcefully opened up a prison. Inside was 

the primordial spirit of a woman that continuously flickered with light. 

She turned into a human form, her figure slender and long, straight and graceful. Her face was a bit lost. 

After being trapped in the darkness prison for two million years, she already lost herself, not knowing 

where she was, didn’t know who she was. 

“Wake up!” 

Shi Hao released a light shout, moreover used the most powerful magical force to protect her primordial 

spirit, wishing to bring her out. 

Huo Ling’er revived. When she saw the person in the distance, even though she was in primordial spirit 

form, there was still a feeling of hot tears pouring down. She continuously wept. 

They actually met, she really saw him again! 

“Shi Hao, is it really you?” She sobbed, her face filled with emotions, full of endless yearning. She 

reached out her hand, fearing that she wouldn’t be able to see him again soon afterwards. 

“It’s me, I came to bring you back, bring you home!” Shi Hao was now a half immortal emperor level 

expert. Even if there was an immortal mountain in front of him, his expression still wouldn’t change, yet 

now, he instead felt a type of bitter feeling. 

These were the emotions of his youth, actually lingering until this day, until his current heights. The past 

affection and other things still didn’t die out, they still existed! 



Huo Linger’s eyes immediately became blurry from tears. In the past, Fire Mulberry Flowers bloomed, 

she waited year after year, yet never saw that person return. This continued until one day when the 

entire world changed. Sin Province was seized by a great hand. 

Now, how many years had she been locked up in Darkness Prison for? Even she herself became lost, her 

memories hazy, yet she was woken up again, able to see that person. 

“I said that even if you no longer existed, I would shatter reincarnation to meet you again!” Shi Hao said 

loudly. 

“I knew… that you would definitely come!” Huo Ling’er was laughing and crying, sparkling tears tumbling 

down. 

“I am going to bring you out of here!” Shi Hao said. 

“Who can you bring away?” Grand Emperor said coldly. 

“I am going to bring all of them back!” Shi Hao shouted out. He was searching for Meng Tianzheng, he 

wanted to meet this senior who he greatly respected. 

Hong! 

However, at this time, Grand Emperor took action. A great hand pressed towards Huo Ling’er, ruthless 

and cold, wishing to erase her soul imprints. 

Perfect World 

Chapter 1994: Protection 

 “You dare?!” Shi Hao’s sharp brows stood on end, his expression fierce. He finally met Huo Ling’er again 

after so many years, yet Grand Emperor was trying to kill her. How could he tolerate this?! 

He had long made preparations. Scarlet multicolored light erupted, magical force wrapping around Huo 

Ling’er. He ripped apart Guidance Ancient Palace, quickly rushing out from within. 

Hong! 

At this time, Gray Emperor also took action. His long gray hair scattered about, his body rushing through 

the air, a fist smashing towards Shi Hao, domineering beyond comparison. 

Shi Hao’s true body carried Huo Ling’er. With a raise of his hand, all types of the most powerful secret 

techniques appeared. His entire body was shining like a burning flame, even making many stars in outer 

space turn to powder. 

Chi! 

At the same time, Feather Emperor took action. He stood on that ancient war chariot, moving behind 

him was a pair of divine wings, his entire body releasing auspicious brilliance. 

This was especially the case with that emperor spear in his hands, dripping with blood, releasing dazzling 

blood radiance. It stabbed towards Shi Hao, piercing into the great cosmos. 
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When someone like this took action, any attack could wipe out a world, let alone when three great 

experts surrounded and attacked Shi Hao. This place became more and more terrifying. 

Hong! 

This place exploded, heaven and earth splitting, many of the stars in outer space even vaporized, turning 

into nothing. Primal chaos surged crazily, this place as if returning to a world creation age. 

There were great collisions that continuously happened! 

Shi Hao’s body staggered, coughing out a mouthful of blood. After suffering attacks from three great 

experts, he felt extremely strained. A single mistake and he would be destroyed here. 

Hong! 

His surroundings were cut off by emperor level strength, making his advance extremely strained. Even 

though he released magical force to protect Huo Ling’er, he couldn’t bring her out. 

The most crucial reason was because Grand Emperor’s power was too great, directly wishing to kill Huo 

Ling’er. While exploiting this situation where two half immortal emperors were stopping Shi Hao, he 

suppressed him with all his power. 

This was a tacit agreement that took place between the three of them. They wanted to kill Huo Ling’er 

right in front of Huang, disturb his dao heart and mental state. 

Pu! 

One could see that under the pressure of Grand Emperor’s large hand, the void shattered. The immortal 

radiance protecting Huo Ling’er flickered, ready to go out at any time. 

Ah! 

Shi Hao roared out like a wounded beast. The Law Pool above his head surged, a sword core flying out, 

hacking outwards. Shi Hao went all out. 

Within the dazzling radiance, Shi Hao slaughtered his way over, blasting aside Gray Emperor and 

attacking Grand Emperor. As for behind him, there was an opening revealed. Feather Emperor’s gray 

spear stabbed through his shoulder, blood gushing out. 

This was an emperor spear, its destructive power heaven overflowing! 

Shi Hao’s shoulder bone immediately exploded, his blood splashing across the starry sky. The great earth 

also caved in, the power of this spear incomparable. 

However, after paying this price, Shi Hao slaughtered his way out. While rushing out, he exchanged a 

palm with Grand Emperor. 

Dong! 

Shi Hao blocked a strike that would definitely kill Huo Ling’er, withstanding Grand Emperor. The two 

both trembled greatly, the power of the great dao surging. 



The power displayed by this type of clash was too great. The light around Huo Ling’er’s body ultimately 

grew dim, immediately breaking to pieces. 

This was a primordial spirit. If the imprints shattered, this meant that she would die! 

Roar! 

Shi Hao roared out, his voice shaking up this final ancient land, frantically taking action. He released 

endless life force and natural blessings, stopping Huo Ling’er from perishing. 

“Huang, accept death!” 

Gray Emperor shouted, slaughtering his way over again. His palm and fingers shone, striking towards Shi 

Hao. 

“She is just a woman. You have too much you cannot let go! In the end, your fate will definitely be 

miserable!” Grand Emperor spoke. His palms and fingers became more and more brilliant, sending them 

hacking down towards Shi Hao. 

Zheng! 

As for Feather Emperor, he didn’t say anything, directly sending the emperor spear over, releasing 

another sky shocking strike. Blood radiance tore apart the universe, nothing it couldn’t pierce through. 

Pu! 

Shi Hao’s body trembled greatly. Even though he brought out all types of weapons to protect himself, 

under the joint attacks of three great experts, blood still poured out from the corners of his lips. 

It was just too dangerous just now! 

He shifted his body to the side, avoiding the three great experts. Even though Huo Ling’er’s imprints 

were in pieces, under his natural luck mysterious technique, they recombined again. 

“Shi Hao!” Huo Linger shed tears, incredibly panicked and anxious. Just now, even though it was a 

momentary clash, she knew that in that short amount of time, Shi Hao experienced the test of life and 

death. 

For the sake of rescuing her, he fought frantically, resisting the heavy blows of the enemy. 

For example, his left shoulder bone even exploded just now, pierced through by that spear point, ripped 

apart by Feather Emperor’s laws, and then exploded there. 

“Do not fight like that for me anymore, you cannot die!” Huo Ling’er was sobbing, truly incredibly 

worried. 

She even wanted to return to the Darkness Prison, fearing that she would only be a burden for Shi Hao, 

affecting his following great battle. 

“Today’s great battle will definitely make heaven and earth collapse. The so-called Guidance Ancient 

Palace, Darkness Prison and others might no longer exist anymore, so how can I let you continue staying 

in such a place!” 



Shi Hao secretly explained. 

“Huang, you have some skill!” Grand Emperor said. However, his cold murderous intent didn’t decrease 

in the slightest, his aura becoming more and more terrifying. 

Shi Hao frowned. He investigated the Darkness Prison through Guidance Ancient Palace, searching for 

Meng Tianzheng. This was an elder who showed him endless kindness, he had to rescue him. 

It could be said that without Meng Tianzheng, there wouldn’t be the current Heavenly Emperor Huang! 

Using the body as a seed was too difficult. In the past, Meng Tianzheng helped him, guided him on this 

path, using up too much meticulous care. 

Finally, Shi Hao found him, forcefully opening up the prison. 

It was just like what he said to Huo Ling’er, today, this place was definitely going to be ruined. He was 

worried that not even the Darkness Prisons would continue rising and falling, that he might forever lose 

those old friends. 

This time, what Shi Hao opened wasn’t just one or two Darkness Prisons, but rather groups of them. 

Locked in these prisons were all pitiful people who were trapped here. 

“Return!” 

Shi Hao roared out. He protected Meng Tianzheng and some other primordial spirits, slaughtering his 

way out. 

Hong! 

Grand Emperor took action again, a ruthless great hand covering heaven and earth, stopping Shi Hao’s 

every movement, wishing to kill Meng Tianzheng’s primordial spirit. 

This was, without a doubt, another great battle. 

If Shi Hao wanted to help Meng Tianzheng, he had to pay the price himself. 

In the immortal light, under the terrifying spears and the rising purple energy, he fought against three 

great half immortal emperors by himself. Great Elder’s primordial spirit also shattered. 

Even he himself had many blood holes, terrifying palm imprints and fist holes that passed through his 

body, his condition extremely horrifying. 

One had to understand that these were wounds left by half immortal emperors! 

Only by paying this type of price could Shi Hao protect Great Elder’s primordial spirit, bring him to his 

side. 

Shi Hao stood in the distance, silently treating his wounds. His flesh was restored, but half immortal 

emperor laws still tangled about his body, he had to slowly neutralize them. 

“If you have too many misgivings inside, your death will be extremely miserable!” Grand Emperor’s 

evaluation was extremely impolite, believing that the things Shi Hao couldn’t let go of were too many. 



“In that case, then I’ll just send you a great parting gift!” Feather Emperor stood on the war chariot, 

never getting off this whole time, looking down on everything. He held the emperor spear in one hand, 

waving his hand and saying, “Slaughter towards Immortal Domain!” 

After his words sounded, in the limits of the horizon, figures appeared endlessly. Then, war chariots 

rumbled, a group of people appearing, all of them carrying heaven overflowing darkness power. 

Shi Hao’s eyes became cold. He saw those troops, the leaders were immortal king level figures, a group 

of fallen kings! 

Suddenly, his body went rigid, his pupils contracting. He saw Great Elder Meng Tianzheng’s body. It 

carried darkness energy, the power extraordinary. 

“Fallen immortal king!” 

That was Meng Tianzheng’s flesh, already becoming a fallen king after two million years. 

Shi Hao wasn’t all that shocked regarding this. One had to understand that when that battle in Desolate 

Pass ended, Great Elder Meng Tianzheng became an immortal in an environment where immortal 

ascension wasn’t possible. 

Moreover, Meng Tianzheng previously also walked the path of the body as the seed, half a step from 

being successful. Only Shi Hao followed him down this path. 

“Charge to the other side of Realm Sea, bring back our people! If there are any that seem off, kill them 

all!” Feather Emperor said. 

What kind of expedition was this? Shi Hao shivered in coldness. 

These fallen kings leaders, if they slaughtered their way over to the other side of Realm Sea, it would be 

too great of a disaster! They even had the darkness storms on their side! 

“Understood!” 

These creatures only had a single word in reply, neat and orderly, loud and forceful. Murderous intent 

immediately overflowed into the heavens, shaking up this final ancient land. 

In the depths of the great earth, there was actually a great army. 

“Wu…” 

There was a creature who blew a bugle horn. At the same time, near Realm Sea, great waves rushed into 

the heavens, great dao symbols erupting, surging towards Realm Sea! 

This was a magical conch bestowed by a half immortal emperor. When it was blown like this, it would 

simply make heaven and earth split. 

These troops finally went on their way, crossing into the Land of Darkness, wishing to head to the other 

shore of Realm Sea. Of course, they wouldn’t really use up hundreds of thousands to millions of years, 

because there was a path made by Guidance Ancient Palace, able to bring them directly to the other 

side of Realm Sea! 



Shi Hao didn’t interfere. He stared forward. 

Soon afterwards, he saw another familiar person. His pupils became more and more cold, seeing 

Immortal Wang. He was actually here! 

After two million years, he already became an immortal king level expert! 

Regarding this person’s cultivation, Shi Hao wasn’t that shocked. It was because back then, the only one 

who could truly face Meng Tianzheng was Immortal Wang. 

However, he didn’t seem to have been lost. Right now, he revealed a smile towards Shi Hao, rather 

strange, completely recognizing him. 

“You remember me?” 

Shi Hao’s voice was extremely cold, his eyes deep. 

“Naturally, I’ve always been myself. In the past, something unexpected happened. Following Guidance 

Ancient Palace’s descent, my primordial spirit, bones and other parts were scattered across Desolate 

Border.” Immortal Wang said. 

“Qin Hao’s bone and Immortal Mu’s bone have both been collected by me.” Immortal Wang added. 

“You deserve to die!” Shi Hao shouted. 

Right at this time, something unexpected happened. In those troops, Meng Tianzheng suddenly turned 

around, in his right hand a curved blade. He hacked it out fiercely, releasing blinding radiance. 

Pu! 

Immortal Wang’s head was removed, his primordial spirit ripped apart! 

This was an unforeseen event, leaving even the three great half immortal emperors surprised. They 

didn’t expect Meng Tianzheng to take action like this. Why would he rebel? 

At the same time, Shi Hao was moved. He rushed over, long making preparations. It was because back 

then, the fallen Meng Tianzheng still saved him after falling into darkness. 

When that ruined immortal invited a true immortal to kill him, the darkness Meng Tianzheng previously 

took action, killing that true immortal and dragging away his corpse. 

There were rumors that among those who fell into darkness, there were some people who, despite 

being lost, still had some instincts, even a few memories. This was caused by some of the original 

primordial spirit that remained. 

It was clear that Great Elder was in this type of situation. 

Pu! 

Shi Hao took action, a fist descended. Immortal Wang exploded. Even though the primordial spirits of 

immortal kings weren’t easy to destroy, before the power of a half immortal emperor, it wasn’t much, 

body and spirit perishing. 



At the same time, Meng Tianzheng’s flesh was protected at Shi Hao’s side. 

This time, the three great half immortal emperor experts didn’t attack Shi Hao, instead starting to think 

to themselves. Meng Tianzheng’s situation left them shocked. 

“Kill!” 

In the end, an emperor body erupted. Shi Hao once again faced the three great half immortal emperors 

alone, the battle incredibly intense, emperor blood splashing everywhere. They immediately fought to a 

climax. 

Perfect World 

Chapter 1995: Encircled Slaughter of Half Immortal Emperors 

- Encircled Slaughter of Half Immortal Emperors 

In this great battle, the three emperors were ruthless. Even though the battle already affected the 

distant great army, their own troops, they didn’t care at all, still attacking fiercely. 

Their expressions were cold, like glaciers that never melted even after endless ages passed. They wanted 

to kill Shi Hao, eliminate this greatest threat! 

The fallen immortal kings quickly led these troops in retreat. However, despite this being the case, there 

was still a group of people who turned into a rain of light, as if evaporating into thin air, their bodies and 

spirits perishing, unable to resist at all. 

In reality, there were only a few ripples that surged, affecting them, yet these people exploded into 

bloody mist, their corpses nowhere to be seen, spirit and body both perishing. 

Half immortal emperors were high up above, impossible to match! The damage caused by any random 

strike was already unimaginable! 

Shi Hao’s expression was extremely cold. He saw the gap between himself and the three emperors, or 

perhaps it could be called the difference. For the sake of saving Huo Ling’er and Meng Tianzheng, he 

didn’t hesitate to take on their strikes. His shoulder bone exploded and his chest was smashed through 

by Grand Emperor’s fist, dripping with blood, connected from front to back. Gray Emperor’s palm 

imprint smashed into his body, making it break apart, his entire body covered in blood. 

Meanwhile, the three emperors were cold and merciless, able to give up anything. They didn’t care 

about ‘external things’ at all, not hesitating to sacrifice their troops. 

For example, the indifference towards Shi Hao killing Immortal Wang just now, in their eyes, it might be 

nothing more than an ant who is slightly stronger and more outstanding. 

Shi Hao shivered inwardly. Creatures that were this heartless, who didn’t feel the slightest remorse in 

slaughtering the common people, were the most terrifying. Even if he fought until he went crazy, it 

would be hard to find any weaknesses. 

Regardless of whether it was Huo Ling’er or Meng Tianzheng, in their eyes, they were nothing, whether 

they were dead or alive of no importance. They only had one objective, which was to kill Shi Hao. 
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Only this youngster who reached their level, someone who didn’t fear the darkness corrosion, posed the 

greatest threat. 

“How pitiful, lamentable, how sad. After endless time passed, all of the Prides of Heaven turned to 

nothing in the end, all of this time wasted. The emperor of this age should just be erased!” 

Grand Emperor’s voice was cold like a curse. Behind him was an ancient country that stretched as far as 

the eye could see. It appeared suddenly, mighty and powerful. 

This was a wave of power, also like some type of underworld heavenly fate that disrupted the world, 

foretelling Shi Hao’s situation. Grand Emperor displayed this method, using curse incantations to attack 

Shi Hao. 

When it pertained to curse power, regardless of what kind it was, it was a mysterious and strange divine 

ability, impossible to defend effectively against. 

Sure enough, Shi Hao felt as if his own endless power was ripped apart by someone, an opening hacked 

apart, his unrivaled stance ‘shaved off’. 

“Kill!” 

Gray Emperor shouted, his gray hair scattering about. His powerful fist intent crushed the sky dome, all 

things withering. Nothing could stop his unmatched fist imprint. 

When Shi Hao’s power leaked out, he released crazy attacks. His fist imprint shone, smashing through 

the endless ages and heavens, revealing the everlasting. The river of time was crushed underneath his 

feet. Right now, he was crazy and unmatched! 

Peng! 

Shi Hao faced him head-on. He himself was originally a bit stronger, but now, he felt a bit strained. His 

arm was numb, his body staggering backwards. 

This left him alarmed. Grand Emperor’s curse power left others horrified after all, effective against him. 

It formlessly reduced his unrivaled power. 

Chi! 

At the same time, Feather Emperor’s attacks arrived. A resplendent divine spear illuminated great eras 

one after another. The scarlet spear that was dyed in blood released radiance, cutting through these 

great eras. 

This was true unmatched great power! 

Feather Emperor’s war spear became a part of his body, unstoppable. No enemies could stand in its 

path, it could tear through all ages! 

Qiang! 

Shi Hao moved out of the way, but in the end, he still had no choice but to strike out with his palm, blast 

aside this spear. It was because this spear locked onto him, there was no way to avoid it. 



His own Law Pool, immortal sword and other weapons had already been used, trying to resist the two 

half immortal emperor level magical artifacts. 

This was a life and death great clash! 

Pu! 

Shi Hao’s palm was ripped apart. The half immortal emperor level spear cut open a gap, blood rushing 

out, shockingly red, appearing incredibly bleak. 

Half immortal emperor blood scattered across the void, dyeing this world red. Did this also foretell his 

bleak ending? 

“In the past, that predecessor died precisely under this speartip. In the end, you will also follow in his 

footsteps!” Feather Emperor said. 

He was extremely powerful, his entire body resplendent. The wings behind him were divine and 

flawless. He stood on that war chariot, looking like he was aloof and remote, possessing a type of 

transcendent and unrivalled feeling. 

However, the war spear in his hand didn’t seem to match his style. It was too ferocious, the speartip 

bloody, flickering with sinister light, as if it could devour souls. 

It released scarlet light that was dazzling to the extreme. It was as if a blood-colored blazing sun was 

moving across the sky! 

That individual from the Age of Emperor Collapse was related to it. This spear stabbed through that half 

immortal emperor’s forehead, crushing his soul, ultimately ending his life. 

This was the Emperor Murdering War Spear! 

Regardless of whether it was in the past, now, or in the future, it would always be one of the most 

vicious weapons under heaven. 

This battle continued until the sky became murky and the earth turned dim, the sun and moon both 

destroyed. They fought their way into the primal chaos, any random strike involving the life and death of 

a realm, impossible to surmise. 

Ah… 

Shi Hao roared out. He fought the most difficult battle in his life. Three creatures who weren’t weaker 

than himself were fighting a bitter battle, fighting to the end. This was a death calamity. 

When he fought to this extent, even if he possessed an imperishable body, he had still long become 

riddled with scars. The great dao laws of half immortal emperors weren’t that easy to erase. 

For example, right now, the gray-haired Gray Emperor, his palm blade hacked into his back. When that 

terrifying wound split open, even his bones could be seen, as well as his inner organs. 

This was a blade that cut him open from the back! 



It was because it carried the laws of a half immortal emperor, so it stopped his imperishable body from 

healing. In the following battle, Shi Hao’s emperor blood splattered outwards, the scene bleak and 

terrifying. 

“Huang, your struggle is futile. You will definitely die, become a lump of fire!” Gray Emperor shouted. 

Hong! 

Grand Emperor attacked. He wasn’t only proficient in curse power, his fighting strength was also 

shockingly powerful. Purple energy swirled upwards, large amounts of primal chaos turning into a 

purple-golden color, condensing in front of his body. 

Grand Emperor’s might was unmatched, his figure carrying indescribable purple energy. His entire being 

ascended to the extreme peak of half immortal emperor level, and then he slaughtered his way towards 

Shi Hao. 

This was the benefit of attacking from all sides, the three emperors had enough time to prepare their 

attacks! 

Hong! 

In this sea of primal chaos, Grand Emperor’s palm descended. An endless sea of primal chaos trembled. 

Suddenly, there was a purple great hand that was taking form here! 

This was formed from primal chaos, becoming one with Grand Emperor’s hand! 

This was not some random attack, but rather a type of generation crushing killing method! 

Just now, Grand Emperor continuously formed law imprints, establishing heaven and earth. This was the 

most primitive force, terrifying beyond comparison. He condensed this type of heaven-splitting power 

together, now letting it completely erupt. 

He was opening the heavens in primal chaos, attacking Shi Hao with this power! 

The pitiful Little Stone rose up when he was young, continuously advancing forward, his path of 

cultivation truly stunning and exceptional, looking down on all geniuses in this world. 

However today, he had enemies attacking his sides and his back, continuously backing up, coughing out 

blood from his mouth! 

The power of heaven creation surged. This was an attack Grand Emperor had already prepared for a 

long time. It left Shi Hao shaken to the point where he couldn’t even stand still, many parts of his body 

cracking apart, blood continuously trickling outwards. 

The most terrifying thing was that the heaven creation laws remained in his body, making him suffer life 

and death danger. 

Shi Hao raised his head, releasing a great roar into the heavens. His head that was soaked in blood even 

danced about crazily. He burned his true blood, pushing his strength towards the absolute peak. 

Hong! 



Inextinguishable fist intent, unyielding will, it made him incomparably persistent. Even though he almost 

coughed out his inner organs, he still continued to slaughter his way outwards, not willing to surrender 

and lower his head. 

It wasn’t that he was inferior to another, but rather that three emperors were attacking. No one could 

endure this, it was impossible to withstand. 

It was because they were all creatures of similar levels, the few half emperors after endless years. Who 

was that much weaker than the other? 

They were experts who sat on equal footing to begin with. Now, three of them surrounded and attacked 

one person, this type of great advantage, who could neutralize it? 

“Kill!” 

Shi Hao’s head was disheveled, his entire body covered in blood. He displayed the Embodiment 

Transformation Great Method, but if he wanted to succeed with this type of mysterious method, the 

conditions were harsh. He needed suitable figures to use as reference. 

There were suitable individuals here, the three great emperors right before his eyes, but would it work? 

When he produced them, just who would he be helping? 

However, Shi Hao went mad, still carrying it out. He used the Embodiment Transformation Great 

Method, wishing to produce Gray Emperor, Grand Emperor and Feather Emperor. Blurry figures 

gradually appeared. 

Hong! 

Only, the magical force of the three great half immortal emperors was heaven reaching, divine might 

unmatched, which one of them was a simple figure? They immediately noticed something, directly 

suppressing Shi Hao together. 

The blurry figures were immediately destroyed! 

This technique didn’t work, it was suppressed. He couldn’t use it at all, it was ineffective! 

All of Shi Hao’s secret realms shone, scripture sounds released. Three waves of clear energy appeared, 

rushing out, turning into three warriors. 

One seemed to live in the past, untainted by the karma of the present world, one seemingly living in the 

future, displaying all types of wondrous techniques, resonating with the years, one towered in the 

present world, merging with Shi Hao, making him become even more powerful! 

“This still cannot alter your bleak ending!” Grand Emperor said coldly. 

Their bodies shone, respectively releasing magical bodies, trying to attack the bodies that rushed out 

from Shi Hao’s body, encircling and attacking together. 

Hong! 



Feather Emperor’s war chariot was sent flying by Shi Hao who now went berserk from fighting. Those 

nine ancient beasts all exploded, dying miserably on the spot. 

Previously, Feather Emperor’s entire body shone, his half immortal emperor level body protecting 

symbols also covering the war chariot and ancient beasts, making them impervious to all methods. 

However, it was now broken through. 

Shi Hao’s eyes were red from fighting. Now that he sensed that everything today pointed to disaster, he 

wanted to fight a bloody battle to the end. 

Honglonglong! 

Feather Emperor was extremely powerful. He moved a pair of wings, blowing away the primal chaos, 

sweeping through everything. Under the coordination of the other two, he wanted to restrain Shi Hao. 

The three great emperors’ bodies shone at the same time, making Shi Hao’s figure become rigid, his 

movements no longer as swift as before. 

Chi! 

A streak of blood rushed out. It was because the Emperor Murdering War Spear carried a wave of blood, 

emerging from Shi Hao’s abdomen. It stabbed through that place, moreover cut that place apart. 

This was a battle between half immortal emperors, the dao laws endless. 

Shi Hao’s injuries were momentarily difficult to heal, flooded with Feather Emperor’s laws. While 

fighting this great battle, even his intestines were about to spill out. 

Right now, dao laws interweaved, restricting this place, Huang was restrained within. His unmatched 

divine abilities couldn’t even be displayed, the three emperors suppressing him together. 

In this world, no one could help him. 

His journey until now had also been brilliant and glorious, he had overlooked all under heaven before. 

However, today, he was going to die. 

In this boundless world, no one could help him, no one able to fight at his side. It was only him alone, 

lonely and solitary, he who crossed the Realm Sea, yet ended up suffering this type of conclusion. 

“Kill!” 

Shi Hao’s long hair scattered about, red blood flowing out. He staggered about, but continued to fight. 

“Are you all still not going to leave? What are you waiting for?” Feather Emperor spoke, his voice 

passing over the primal chaos sea, over into the great darkness world, into the ultimate ancient land. 

When the fallen experts heard his order, the magical conch was blown again, shaking up Realm Sea. 

They were about to set out. 

“Be a bit more careful, don’t destroy those ancient realms. That is the place where those of darkness are 

born, do not be too ferocious.” Feather Emperor said nonchalantly. 



When Shi Hao heard this, he really wanted to go crazy. 

He had long predicted this, but he still erupted with anger. 

In the past, there was always this rumor. 

Those native lands were always creating darkness creatures for this side of Realm Sea! 

Now that it was confirmed by a half immortal emperor personally, Shi Hao’s rage surged into the 

heavens. 

Perfect World 

Chapter 1996: Assistance 

The darkness great army set out. When the magical conch sounded, Realm Sea surged, numerous and 

dense great dao symbols spread out, becoming a storm. This scene was horrifying. 

Shi Hao’s brows were deeply furrowed. He tried to attack to stop that great army, but he failed. The 

three great half immortal emperors took action together to stop him. 

He himself was even in a life threatening situation, possibly falling here, both his body and spirit 

perishing. 

Hong! 

Suddenly, where Shi Hao was, bone texts became dense, endless symbols interwove. Those were his 

natural bone texts. The third type of precious technique was appearing. 

In that instant, his blood energy surged, magical force erupting. His speed immediately surged again. 

He lost two pieces of supreme being bones, but it was precisely because of this that he produced an 

even stronger type of bone text, forming a type of strange unrivalled secret technique. 

These symbols could supplement his magical force, speed and other areas, making his strength 

continuously increase. 

Right now, Shi Hao erupted with power. All types of bone texts supported his body, and then he blasted 

aside the three great emperors’ barriers of light, struggling free from being suppressed. 

“Instantaneously increasing your strength by several times, ten times, maybe even more, but this is still 

not enough. We have different abilities that can break down this type of technique.” 

Grand Emperor sneered, not scared of it at all. 

In reality, at their level, all of them had techniques to increase their strength, or else how could they 

become immortal emperors? They were proficient in all of the unmatched techniques that had 

appeared before in history. 

Hong! 

Sure enough, Grand Emperor and Gray Emperor also had some methods. While backing up and avoiding 

Shi Hao’s attacks, their own strength also surged, their auras starting to become even more terrifying. 
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“Go, all of you can head on your way, bring back the darkness people. Great eras have passed one after 

another, it is time for another great harvest.” Feather Emperor said. 

He ordered the people who were crossing the sea to take the path made by the Guidance Ancient 

Palaces, quickly cross over to the other side of the sea this way. 

After all these years, they always only made small moves, only guiding over a few darkness evolved 

beings, never mustering such great forces. 

After accumulating until now, the number of immortal kings in Immortal Domain and Realm Sea wasn’t 

few. In the eyes of the half immortal emperors, it was time for an abundant harvest, to guide all of them 

here. 

Roar! 

Shi Hao’s hair flew everywhere in disorder. He was covered in blood and scars. He released a great roar, 

producing a giant magical body. Then, he used all types of secret techniques, letting them erupt here. 

This was an intense battle. With a peng sound, Shi Hao’s right arm turned into a True Dragon, the 

draconic cries shaking up the nine heavens. He displayed the True Dragon’s unmatched precious 

technique, clashing with Gray Emperor. 

His other hand turned into a scarlet red phoenix hand, the bird beak sturdy, red like blood diamonds, 

able to pierce through all obstructions. 

Shi Hao went crazy. When his arms crossed, the dragon and phoenix danced together, slaughtering 

forward together! 

Of his arms, one was a True Dragon, one a Blood Phoenix spreading its wings. Now, the two 

interweaved, it was as if a pair of dragon phoenix shears was formed, incomparably sharp, cutting 

through all great dao symbols. 

Chi! 

Gray Emperor’s movements were a bit slow. He was brushed by the dragon phoenix shears, his armor 

shattering, a terrifying injury also being cut out on his arms, revealing his great dao true bones. 

Black blood flowed out. Gray Emperor’s expression was extremely ugly. 

Dang! 

Feather Emperor took action. That Emperor Murdering War Spear was thrusted out, stopping the 

dragon phoenix shears, releasing string after string of blinding sparks. 

This battle was too unfavorable for Shi Hao. He had now entered a state of great danger where he might 

fall at any time. He continuously fought against three great experts. 

Chi! 

In the end, he actually rose up into the sky. He tore apart the sea of primal chaos and slaughtered his 

way outwards. He first released a fist towards the other shore of Realm Sea, stopping those fallen 

experts. 



Then, he began to flee into the distance again. 

Shi Hao’s speed was extremely fast. He didn’t flee towards Realm Sea, but instead headed deeper inside, 

continuing forward, going the opposite way. This wasn’t the path of return, but rather approaching the 

final ancient land. 

“Where are you going?!” 

The three great emperors pursued relentlessly from the back. They weren’t in a hurry. They already cut 

off Realm Sea’s path, so now they calmly chased after him. 

Shi Hao’s expression was serious. He increased his speed again, continuously changing his position in the 

air. He coughed out several mouthfuls of blood, all just to head further out. 

“Where can you even run to?!” Grand Emperor sneered. 

“En, right, he is searching for a chance to release those two so they can remain safe.” Gray Emperor 

said, guessing at Huang’s objective. 

Huo Ling’er and Meng Tianzheng were carried at Shi Hao’s side, stored in a spatial magical formation, so 

they were clearly not very safe. Whenever there was a great clash, Shi Hao had to be extremely careful. 

A great clash between half immortal emperors would easily result in the destruction of mountains, 

rivers and all other things, even Shi Hao’s body having terrifying wounds torn open from time to time. If 

he wasn’t careful, the two old friends at his side might perish. 

This was something that always left him a bit distracted, something he had to pay close attention to. 

Now, he was looking for an opportunity, preparing to release these two individuals. 

This region was in ruins, Guidance Ancient Palaces descended from time to time. There were large 

numbers of Darkness Prisons that exploded because of this great battle. 

For Shi Hao, this was a cruel experience. He had never been in this kind of sorry state before, forced to 

continuously retreat while fighting, chased after the entire time. 

In the end, he found a chance. In a chaotic land, between great primal chaos cracks, the three great 

experts were finally far enough from him. Only now did he take action. 

“An eternal banishment, all of you… wait for me to return!” 

Shi Hao released a low roar. He clenched his fist, separately releasing Meng Tianzheng and Huo Ling’er. 

He tore apart the primal chaos, sending them to unknown lands. 

In addition, the places the two were headed were different to decrease the risk to each of them. 

Divine light surged. The two of them opened their mouths, having endless things to say, but Shi Hao 

couldn’t hear them. He decisively did what he needed to. Even he himself had to pay the price in order 

to determine just where these two ended up. 

He still had these two’s soul imprints. In the future, these imprints would be vital to finding them! 



“Shi Hao!” Huo Ling’er couldn’t help but cry out, continuously shedding tears. He gave that person one 

last look, not knowing if they would ever meet again after this parting. 

They had just met, yet they had to separate again. This filled her with helplessness and bitterness, yet 

there was nothing she could do. It was because she personally saw what Shi Hao just went through, it 

was just too difficult. 

“Those are three great half immortal emperors!” 

In another place, Meng Tianzheng said this to himself. His primordial spirit and flesh had merged. 

Immortal king level power surged, but he didn’t lose his composure, not slaughtering his way out. 

Even though this was the disciple he appreciated the most, even closer to him than his own heirs, he 

also knew that he couldn’t stay behind and disturb Shi Hao, that the best way to proceed was to flee 

into the distance. 

Two spheres of light respectively wrapped around Huo Ling’er and Meng Tianzheng. Everything in the 

way was blasted through, even time itself seemingly penetrated. They traveled across the vast skies, 

through the endless ages. 

This was Shi Hao’s power, the radiance within even including long life medicines. Shi Hao was worried 

that they might be injured and end up in danger. 

Two days later, Shi Hao stopped. He turned around to face the three great experts. He knew that 

running further was meaningless, he already sent away his two old friends. 

Now, it was time to fight! 

It was because the other party already locked onto him, so no matter how he fled, he would still be 

caught up to, unable to escape. 

“Kill!” 

Shi Hao shouted out. That day, blood radiance rushed into the heavens, the heaven and earth were in 

chaos. Shi Hao fought without any thought of personal safety, risking his life against the three great 

emperors, fighting until his blood splashed in all directions. 

He didn’t have any other choice, there was only this battle! 

When Huo Ling’er and Meng Tianzheng were no longer at his side, Shi Hao no longer felt any misgivings, 

his arms and legs freed. He became much more ferocious than before, completely fighting with the 

intention of dragging them down with him. 

Even if the three great experts seized the absolute advantage, they still felt misgivings inside! 

Shi Hao seemed like he went crazy. His entire body was covered in blood, his wounds endless, fighting 

crazily against them. 

The Law Pool, immortal sword, Bone Crown, white bones and other items were all activated by him. He 

produced two more artifacts, fighting against these great enemies. One of them was the rotten wooden 

chest, held in his hand and smashed about like a shield! 



This chest was extremely mysterious, it never opened, not even now. 

Dang! 

When it clashed with the Emperor Murdering War Spear, sparks flew in all directions. The rotten 

wooden chest was undamaged, not suffering any damage. 

In his other hand was the Everlasting Sword Core. This sword was still like before, becoming stronger the 

stronger the enemy he faced. It withstood Grand Emperor and Gray Emperor’s strikes, not shattering. 

In reality, when these two artifacts appeared, the three emperors’ faces clearly froze a bit. They should 

have seen them before, or heard about these two mysterious artifacts. 

“They are still nothing more than half immortal emperor level artifacts!” Feather Emperor said in the 

end with a cold voice. He erupted with power. A pair of wings swept about, releasing rumbling noises, 

even the sea of primal chaos was divided by him. 

His mount was killed by Shi Hao, so now, Feather Emperor displayed explosive methods, continuously 

releasing attacks. He really wanted to immediately kill Shi Hao, end this great disaster earlier. 

For Shi Hao, the cruelest battle arrived. He fought until even his own body was about to be destroyed. 

Who could save him? In this world, he was a lone warrior. Only he himself could advance alone, face all 

dangers. The current situation was nasty, extremely grim. 

“Huang, just how much longer can you struggle for?!” Feather Emperor shouted. 

“You are indeed extremely strong, but when you are fighting against three of yourself, can you win? No 

one can defy the heavens!” Gray Emperor said coldly. 

“Even if the past, present and future are searched, who can compare against us, win against us? You are 

fated to lose!” Grand Emperor stated. 

“Even if I die, one of you is definitely going to accompany me to the grave!” Shi Hao said. 

At the same time, an explosive noise suddenly sounded from the Land of Darkness. Flames rushed into 

the heavens, burning fiercely, lighting up the entire Land of Darkness. The radiance reached into the sea 

of primal chaos. 

“Deceased souls still haven’t scattered? Still not completely dead?” Grand Emperor’s expression 

changed. 

Honglonglong! 

In that place, fiery light surged. One could see that a ruined willow tree was growing. It was wrapped 

around by a sphere of light, continuously becoming stronger. 

That half immortal emperor from the Age of Emperor Collapse, the flame that his ruined body produced 

underwent intense changes. Endless half immortal emperor power surged, nourishing Willow Deity. 

“You want to borrow this body to fight?” Feather Emperor attacked. The war spear in his hands tore 

through the primal chaos, stabbing towards the Land of Darkness. 



Dang! 

Shi Hao attacked. The rotten wooden chest in his hands smashed out, striking that spearpoint, making 

its trajectory change. 

“Right, that flame was hidden in your body. Now that it returned, it vainly wishes to be reborn. There is 

actually still some spiritual nature left!” Gray Emperor coldly looked at Shi Hao. 

“Stop it!” Gray Emperor shouted. 

He also took action, wishing to destroy that fiery light in the Land of Darkness. 

A heaven reaching willow tree rose up, its verdant green body flourishing. It carried surging life force, 

releasing half immortal emperor power. 

This was the expert from the Age of Emperor Collapse, the result after merging with Willow Deity. 

“I can only help you stop one person, and my time is limited.” Willow Deity spoke. When it saw Shi Hao 

again, it felt great emotions stirring, feeling gratified, but even more so feeling some worry within. 

It saw the grown Shi Hao, even more so understood the current difficult situation, feeling worry for him. 

He was just one person, how could he win against three great emperors? 

“Willow Deity, senior, just do what you can!” Shi Hao shouted. He was scared that Willow Deity would 

fight with the attitude of ending in mutual destruction. If that happened, he might not be able to see it 

again anymore. 

“Die!” 

Feather Emperor shouted, suppressing it with extreme power. He left Shi Hao’s side, holding the war 

spear and hacking towards the willow tree. 

With a honglong noise, the giant willow tree left the ground. While carrying primal chaos and endless 

flourishing fiery light, it produced some primal chaos willow branches, sweeping towards Feather 

Emperor. 

Dong! 

Heaven and earth collapsed here, a great decisive battle erupting. 

Chi! 

At the same time, another object flew out from Shi Hao’s body. This was a pagoda, entering Willow 

Deity’s trunk. 

Ah ya! 

That was the little pagoda’s voice. Its ruined half body rushed out. When it saw this part of its ruined 

body, it was incredibly happy. The two clashed, becoming a nine-layered bone pagoda, snow-white like 

jade. 

Hong! 



This wasn’t all. The body of that half immortal emperor level expert from the Age of Emperor Collapse 

suddenly shone, the ruined bones melting, entering the pagoda body. 

This aura was too terrifying, making that little pagoda cry out continuously. 

In the end, that little pagoda’s pagoda body became brilliant and dazzling. After merging with half 

immortal emperor level bones, it produced another layer, becoming a ten-layered pagoda body. 

Hong! 

This pagoda trembled, smashing towards Feather Emperor. 

“Embodiment Transformation, transform the endless ages!” 

Shi Hao went all out, shouting out as if he was chanting an incantation. He tried again, wishing to end 

this fight to the death. 

Right now, there were only two emperors suppressing him, so they couldn’t completely subdue him. Shi 

Hao roared out, burning all of his essence blood, not hesitating to pay any price to display this 

technique. 

Honglong! 

Finally, a blurry figure descended. In the end, he produced a copy of himself, erupting with endless 

power. It was just like his true body, its entire body covered in blood, as if arriving after crossing endless 

time. 

“Kill!” 

Shi Hao roared out. There was no way out of this battle. He could only fight bloodily, fight with his life on 

the line! 

Perfect World 

Chapter 1997: Bombarding Two Emperors 

They fought fiercely, fighting a bloody battle. Shi Hao’s battle against the two emperors reached the 

climax. This was a great decisive battle between half immortal emperors! 

The sea of primal chaos was boundless. Under the attacks of several great experts, it surged endlessly, 

continuously breaking apart. From time to time, realms were created and realms perished, the power of 

heaven creation surging endlessly. 

“Kill!” 

With things already like this, Gray Emperor and Grand Emperor also went all out. Now, Shi Hao 

produced a true body, basically fighting one on one. This was extremely unfavorable for them. 

Embodiment Transformation Great Method, the other Shi Hao that was created was cold and ruthless, 

not any different from his true body. 

This wasn’t a normal magical body, not a separate body, but rather a ‘true body’! 

This was extremely horrifying! 
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At this time, Gray Emperor and Grand Emperor displayed magical projections, producing separate 

bodies at the same time, wishing to seize the advantage and suppress Shi Hao. 

However, right now, Shi Hao had two ‘true bodies’, similarly able to produce incarnations to participate 

in this life and death great battle. 

Sure enough, the two true bodies both created many figures, becoming magical bodies, future war 

bodies, present unmatched bodies… they all appeared. 

Two ‘true selves’, two Shi Hao ‘original sovereigns’, they were both like this, both able to produce many 

magical bodies! 

This battle was incredibly fierce. Right now, there were figures everywhere, divine force surging all 

around them. They fought until the primal chaos surged, great cracks continuously ripped apart, new 

realms were established. 

At the same time, countless strands of lightning swirled about here. This was a world eradicating 

lightning tribulation. Primal chaos lightning interweaved, dense and concentrated, wishing to destroy 

the creatures who destroyed the balance. 

Unfortunately, this type of thunder that could destroy great worlds, for half immortal emperor level 

cultivators, already lost effectiveness, unable to punish them. 

One of them displayed the Three Heads Six Arms divine ability, increasing his own strength. 

There was immediately another who displayed the Thousand Hand magical projection, magical force 

rising greatly, tearing apart heaven and earth. 

Immediately afterwards, there were more people who stirred up their entire body’s essence blood, 

displaying secret techniques. Magical force, speed and flesh strength were all increased several times, 

their strength surging. 

The battle was intense. They displayed all types of methods. In a short amount of time, they produced 

separate bodies, increasing their strength to the limit. This place became completely chaotic. 

So many figures tangled about each other, fighting until the sea of primal chaos surged and the void was 

annihilated. Half immortal emperor blood continuously scattered outwards, the situation extremely 

dangerous. 

In this great battle, all of Shi Hao’s divine abilities were released, his magical force boundless. He fought 

frantically with everything he had. 

The two emperors were also like this, their expressions long changed. Now, they encountered a huge 

problem. There was a huge change in the situation, no longer three emperors suppressing one, but 

rather two on two. 

Embodying the present, transforming all ages. The figure that was condensed was no different from a 

true body, similarly able to produce separate bodies and other things. 

Hong! 



Gray Emperor coughed out blood. Shi Hao’s palm struck his chest, the flesh there exploding, bones 

releasing pi pa sounds. Black blood scattered outwards. 

Eventually, all of the so-called separate bodies disappeared. It was because these incarnations weren’t 

like true bodies, they would be completely consumed sooner or later, and then needed to be recreated. 

For them, they were meaningless. 

They all grasped this type of technique, able to effectively deal with it. 

In the end, the two emperors faced Shi Hao’s two ‘true bodies’. These were the main problems! 

“Sacrifice and extinguish all life!” 

Gray Emperor roared out. His entire body released dark light, warping space, making primal chaos 

collapse and break apart, become his own foundational energy. 

An altar appeared. He sat on it, chanting incantations, activating his own unrivaled secret method, 

fighting Shi Hao with everything he had. 

Now, it was back to a one on one battle, so he had to use everything he had. He didn’t hesitate to refine 

half immortal emperor true blood to fight against Shi Hao. 

Honglong! 

Heaven and earth were boundless. The sea of primal chaos took form, becoming an altar, heaven and 

earth also like this. That scene was too terrifying. 

Meanwhile, the small altar he sat on became the center. Inside the primal chaos altar, his magical 

projection was incomparable. Black light surged, displaying a half immortal emperor level forbidden 

secret technique. 

This was the most powerful great method of the system he established! 

As a half immortal emperor, his methods were world shocking! 

Before this, he had previously displayed Sacrifice Heaven, Sacrifice Earth, Sacrifice Heroic Spirits, these 

divine abilities, wishing to refine away Shi Hao, but ultimately failed. 

Now, using this technique was even more taxing on his body. It was because he first ‘set himself’ on the 

altar. If he killed a thousand among the enemy, he would suffer eight hundred himself, this was a model 

domineering technique. 

If he wasn’t forced to this step, he wouldn’t go this far, even placing himself in danger. 

This sea of primal chaos turned into an altar. It was too mysterious, clear smoke rising in spirals, as if 

offering sacrifice towards some existence. 

Hong! 

Shi Hao was ravaged by a great wave of power, about to be dragged onto the altar. 

This was an altar world that sacrificed all creatures within. 



If one suffered disaster with this method as a live sacrifice, then it would be a terrible fate. 

“Kill!” 

His true body immediately increased to millions and millions of li of height, towering in the world, as if 

he was going to fill up this sea of primal chaos to a bursting point. He attacked, destroying the other 

party’s technique. 

Honglonglong! 

The giant altar continued to tear at Shi Hao’s magical body, wishing to sacrifice him alive, cut him down 

here. 

“Altar Annihilation!” Gray Emperor roared out. His head of gray hair became even more gray. His 

essence energy was burning, the blood radiance in his body becoming dim, his consumption too great. 

Hong! 

Shi Hao’s body released endless light! 

That massive body filled up this primal chaos altar world. It was massive beyond compare. Endless 

techniques appeared, immediately releasing the power to destroy all things. 

Hong! 

Most of his power was concentrated in his right palm, shining there, condensing an object. It was world 

shocking and resplendent, ultimately becoming a giant hatchet! 

Then, Shi Hao fiercely brandished it. Dao law sounds rumbled. This great dao hatchet released waves of 

blazing radiance, unstoppable, even primal chaos was easily torn through! 

“Kill!” 

Following Shi Hao’s great shout, this giant axe hacked open the primal chaos altar world. The entire 

world exploded, that grand altar was also naturally cleaved into two! 

The giant axe was formed from great dao symbols. It was brilliant and dazzling. When it descended, it 

naturally cut through the smaller altar inside, as well as Gray Emperor within. 

This strike was too terrifying. Gray Emperor didn’t expect his most powerful technique to be destroyed, 

even he himself ended up being cleaved through, blood splashing outwards! 

His primordial spirit light surged, wrapping around the two halves of his body, flying out with extreme 

speed. 

Shi Hao released a great roar. The giant axe in his hands changed. With a kengqiang noise, it turned into 

an immortal sword, brilliant and dazzling, illuminating the sea of primal chaos, and then released zheng 

zheng noises. 

It was still created from great dao symbols! 



He fiercely brandished this sword, hacking it towards the fleeing primordial spirit and flesh. Under pu pu 

sounds, Gray Emperor roared out in anger. He was chopped up into several pieces by Shi Hao, suffering 

extremely terrifying wounds. 

However, half immortal emperors were still half immortal emperors in the end. Even though his 

primordial spirit was ripped apart, torn to pieces, he still remained imperishable, quickly recombining, 

wishing to continue this battle. 

However, the inside of his body was still covered in Shi Hao’s dao laws, preventing him from 

immediately recovering. 

Roar! 

Shi Hao roared out. He rushed over, his body turning into a normal height. He held a sword with his right 

hand, his left hand forming a fist imprint that smashed forward. 

This was a suppression that seized the absolute advantage! 

How could others not sigh with amazement? The life force of a half immortal emperor was tremendous, 

difficult to be killed. 

It was precisely like how when Shi Hao faced three emperors, his body broke apart many times, the 

space between his brows even splitting apart, yet he still didn’t die, able to fight for so long. 

Now, Gray Emperor was also like this. He was resisting. Even though his arm was broken, hacked off, he 

still fought bloodily. 

“Kill!” 

Shi Hao’s head was disheveled, his eyes scarlet red. He did everything he could precisely to kill the other 

party. For him, time was too precious. 

Pu! 

In the end, the two great experts tangled about each other, slaughtering their way into the depths of 

primal chaos. Shi Hao’s fist passed through his body, smashing him until he broke down. 

Gray Emperor roared out in anger. From past until now, he had never suffered this type of defeat 

before, feeling a bit of humiliation. The glorious half immortal emperor of a generation was actually 

blasted apart by someone. 

He recombined his body. However, there were Shi Hao’s natural dao laws within his flesh, so his body 

was covered in cracks, unable to completely heal. 

Pu! 

Shi Hao formed a fist imprint, blasting him apart again, the hole connected from the front of his chest to 

the back. In addition, a finger pointed out, blasting open the space between his brows, destroying his 

primordial spirit. 

“I am a half immortal emperor, imperishable throughout endless ages!” 



Gray Emperor roared out, struggling with everything he had. 

Half immortal emperors were indeed hard to kill. Otherwise, the great dao flame of that existence from 

the Age of Emperor Collapse wouldn’t have burned all the way until now. 

On the other side, in another battlefield in the sea of primal chaos, the battle was similarly extremely 

intense, blood splashing everywhere. 

Shi Hao’s other ‘true body’ was fighting a great battle against Grand Emperor, the two fighting until the 

great river of time appeared, already even about to divert. Their battle was too intense, affecting the 

past, present and future. 

One could see streak after streak of light rushing out, some taking form endless ages ago, some rushing 

into the future, swirling after millions and millions of years, these symbols covering the heavens. 

However, these streaks of light didn’t touch any creatures, not truly affecting any trajectories. 

“Huang, I admit that you are extremely strong, but even if you win against me, so what? In the end, you 

are still going to perish.” Grand Emperor said. 

“Where do you get your confidence from? After I kill you, everything you have will become nothing. 

What victory or defeat is there to speak of?!” Shi Hao shouted out. 

Hong! 

A pair of giant wings appeared behind him. Yin and yang energies swirled about, clashing intensely. Shi 

Hao urged on his dao law wings, spurring forth endless magical force. 

These wings were the embodiment of dao laws, merging Kun Peng, True Phoenix, Lightning Emperor 

and the divine wings of many other experts. They were then derived by Shi Hao, pushed to an even 

higher level. 

Right now, this pair of dao law wings was equivalent to heaven and earth’s black and white, yin and 

yang, two opposite sides. They erupted fiercely, their magical force unmatched! 

Peng! 

Grand Emperor was smashed flying by these wings. Shi Hao condensed a fist imprint, contained within it 

were Imperishable Scripture’s profound mysteries, Six Dao Reincarnations and other heavenly secret 

techniques, merging into a fist, smashing outwards. 

After being pushed to the limit, it became his own technique, his great dao. Unmatched power surged, 

Shi Hao’s fist smashing at Grand Emperor’s head. 

The purple-golden crown exploded, all of the purple energy above collapsing. Grand Emperor released a 

great cry, falling down while facing the sky. Then, his primordial spirit fled, carrying essence blood while 

rushing towards the distance. 

Half immortal emperors were unmatched, they never tasted defeat. From past until now, they always 

dominated everything, sweeping through all under the sky. 



However, today, Grand Emperor tasted this type of bitter defeat, defeated by another. He had no choice 

but to run, because that berserk Huang’s threat to him was too great. 

Even if half immortal emperors were imperishable, difficult to kill, when their primordial spirits were 

smashed at, the damage was still too shocking. 

“Kill!” 

At this step, Shi Hao only had a single word left. Two ‘true bodies’ both moved, chasing after Gray 

Emperor and Grand Emperor, wishing to suppress and kill them. 

Perfect World 

Chapter 1998: Willow Deity’s Last Stand 

Land of Darkness, this was another battlefield! 

In this place, dark clouds surged, the land splitting to pieces, the endless great earth caving in. The 

magma that surged from underground was all black-colored. 

Willow Deity was fighting a great battle against Feather Emperor! 

Their battle was incredibly intense. The entire great world was destroyed, stars breaking apart, groups 

of them falling, becoming ruined earth. However, darkness source continued to spread outwards. 

In this world, there was thick darkness source! 

“Kill!” 

Right now, there was no choice, nor was there a way out, battle was the only option. The originally 

auspicious and gentle Willow Deity even slaughtered its way out with true flames, fighting a bloody 

battle there. 

Feather Emperor was extremely strong, the most powerful of the three half immortal emperors. In the 

past, it was his spear that killed the predecessor from the Age of Emperor Collapse. Now, his spear still 

had that individual’s blood. 

“It’s useless. Back then, you weren’t my opponent, and even now, you still aren’t!” Feather Emperor’s 

voice was incredibly cold. He held the spear in hand, stabbing forward again. 

Hong! 

Even though they were millions and millions of li from each other, the attack arrived in an instant. The 

spearpoint pierced through the great cosmos, nothing it couldn’t pierce. It was unstoppable, nothing 

able to stand in its path! 

The scarlet red spearhead flowed with blood, appearing extremely horrifying! 

“Shameless! Back then, if it wasn’t for the three of you working together, if you truly fought one on one 

against me, who could say for sure who would come out on top?!” 

A pagoda cried out, entirely snow-white and sparkling, ten layers in total. It released powerful half 

emperor level power. 
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This was the Little Pagoda from back then. It still had an unyielding nature, as well as regret and 

resentment. It knew that these were the emotions brought by the half immortal emperor bones after 

merging into its pagoda body. 

Hong! 

Willow Deity attacked. Right now, the tree was sparkling and translucent, swirling with a flame that 

covered it within, making it look extremely brilliant. 

Primal chaos branches lashed out, striking against the spear, releasing keng qiang noises. Dazzling 

radiance erupted here. 

At the same time, the other branches moved about, turning into divine chains of order, numerous and 

close together. They tore through the cosmos, slaughtering their way towards Feather Emperor’s true 

body. 

Weng! 

The void trembled. When the divine wings on Feather Emperor’s back moved, strong winds surged for 

millions and millions of li. Many branches immediately broke apart into laws and scattered. 

Moreover, these wings were extremely massive. At this time, they increased in size even more, turning 

into two blade-like weapons, hacking forward. The great universe was cut apart. 

Chi chi chi! 

It had to be said that Feather Emperor was powerful, world shockingly so. He had near unmatched 

power. A pair of wings swept through heaven and earth, hacking apart quite a few primal chaos 

branches. 

“Damned bird, hand over your life!” 

The Little Pagoda roared out. Its ten-layered pagoda body shone, producing a massive magical 

projection. It dove over, suppressing forward, attacking Feather Emperor. 

Dang! 

Feather Emperor’s attacks were extremely domineering. The spear in his right hand resisted Willow 

Deity, and then his left hand rose up, clashing with this pagoda just like that. His palm and fingers shone, 

releasing dazzling brilliance. 

With a peng noise, the Little Pagoda was smashed aside. Half immortal emperor power spread through 

this place, clashing intensely. 

“I am going to fight you to the death!” 

The Little Pagoda roared out. It merged with the bones of a half immortal emperor, becoming sturdy 

and powerful. It risked its life in fighting, turning into an archaic peak sized magical body, continuously 

smashing downwards. 

At the same, it released the power of spatial natural laws, wishing to lock down Feather Emperor, 

moreover suppress him under its pagoda body. 



“Just a trifling half immortal emperor ruined body, yet you still think you can do anything to me?” 

Feather Emperor said coldly, not feeling any fear. He condensed a magical imprint, continuously clashing 

with the little pagoda. Dazzling light erupted. 

Dang! 

Right now, Willow Deity was also facing Feather Emperor intensely. Willow branches appeared in 

endless streaks, interweaving. Great dao symbols interweaved, surging here. 

“I am unmatched under heaven, no one able to face me throughout time. What can a ruined flame do? 

You all cannot defy the heavens! All of you should just bow down!” Feather Emperor was extremely 

arrogant. 

His attacks became even more ferocious. 

Peng! 

Willow Deity flew out backwards. The half immortal emperor flames on the tree body flickered 

endlessly, it was struck until it released a wave of trembling, flickering with even greater brilliance. 

“Kill!” 

Feather Emperor held the war spear, stabbing forward. He wanted to stab through this tree body with a 

single thrust. 

Chi! 

Brilliant flowing lights could be seen. In this instant, Willow Deity erupted with endless divine might. It 

turned into a human form, its white clothes fluttering about, its style unmatched. The surface of its body 

was covered in fiery light. 

It was hazy, its entire body covered in fiery light, surrounded by half immortal emperor flames, bathing 

in undying divine fire. 

Hong! 

Willow Deity attacked, fighting for its life. Its palm struck out, its voice surging, shaking the heavens 

above and earth below. Golden symbols were released endlessly from his palm, all of this the highest 

great dao profound mysteries. 

With a dang sound, the spear point was blasted aside. Willow Deity rose up and pressed forward, 

fighting against Feather Emperor at close distance. 

“All those who dare face me are already dead!” Feather Emperor said coldly. 

He indeed had the power to have this type of confidence. His speed was without comparison, even light 

was unable to catch up to his speed. With a turn of his hand, the great universe would be ripped apart, 

lightning and thunder appearing endlessly, hacking towards Willow Deity. 

Chi! 



Willow Deity’s eyes shone, his hands moving about, smashing out with the Six Dao Reincarnations 

Heavenly Art. Six black holes appeared in the void, devouring all of the lightning. 

Now, Willow Deity long recovered his past memories, proficient in all of Immortal Ancient’s methods, 

able to display them all at will. On top of this, even the emperor flame merged with him. 

Right now, Willow Deity’s aura was extremely shocking. 

That expert from the Age of Emperor Collapse, his dao skills and his methods were now all supporting 

Willow Deity, granting him endless power. 

In the past, the soul of the emperor flame had left, returning to the other side of Realm Sea, becoming a 

flame. It carved down endless great dao, merging all methods of the world. Now, it returned precisely to 

defeat the emperors on this side. 

Immediately afterwards, the Little Pagoda was summoned over. It floated above Willow Deity’s head. 

The emperor bones and emperor flame were originally one body anyway. Now that they complemented 

each other like this, the power became even greater. 

Chi! 

Willow Deity continuously formed magical imprints and then he struck out fiercely. His body turned into 

a streak of white light, tangling about Feather Emperor, continuously fighting a great battle. 

When that spear point stabbed over, the pagoda above Willow Deity continuously released great dao 

symbols, blocking it. 

“Just a ruined body, what qualifications do you have to face me? Let me see just how long you can drag 

on this battle for!” Feather Emperor was extremely cold. He knew that the other party was trying to 

help buy time for Huang. 

Hong! 

At this time, Willow Deity erupted with killing intent, doing everything he could to fight Feather 

Emperor. 

Pu! 

A streak of blood shot out from Feather Emperor’s shoulder. A willow branch suddenly appeared in the 

void, stabbing into his body. 

“Heh, making me trickle blood, your end will be extremely miserable!” Feather Emperor’s expression 

was cold. 

From start until now, Willow Deity didn’t say a single word. Right now, he attacked crazily, his white 

clothes fluttered about, as if untainted by dust, as if he transcended above all. 

This battle was extremely intense. Willow Deity did everything he could, actually holding up Feather 

Emperor. Their battle was extremely intense, great dao symbols erupting between the two, covering the 

skies. At the same time, blood continuously surged. In the end, they slaughtered their way into the sea 

of primal chaos. 



“Just die!” 

Feather Emperor roared out. He was now truly angry, he couldn’t kill this pagoda and tree, this making 

him surge with killing intent. 

With a honglong noise, endless immortal feathers appeared outside his body, dense and numerous, 

flying towards Willow Deity and the little pagoda. 

These were half immortal emperor level feathers, created by his own body, possessing endless power. A 

single feather was enough to wipe out a realm. 

Willow Deity avoided them, not facing their attacks head-on. 

The sea of primal chaos became riddled with holes, blasted full of holes by the feather arrows. Then, 

some worlds were directly opened one after another. 

One feather arrow, one world! 

Weng! 

These feathers began to appear again, and then they flew back in reverse, not stopping until they hit 

their objective. 

Chi! 

Emperor flame burned. Then, leaves fluttered in the void one after another, some green-colored, some 

golden, dazzling beyond comparison. 

With a hong sound, endless willow leaves fluttered over, turning into fiery light, blasting towards those 

feather arrows. 

In the end, they smashed together, erupting with heaven overflowing power. 

When everything became quiet again, there were leaves all over the ground. Willow Deity backed up, 

blood flowing from the corners of his mouth. 

Right now, he was still calm, still peaceful, not fearing death. 

The emperor flame dimmed slightly, revealing Willow Deity’s true appearance, his white clothes carrying 

specks of blood. It was as if the most dazzling scarlet flower blossomed. His appearance was beautiful 

beyond comparison. 

This was an expert with magnificent and unmatched style. 

Willow Deity’s divine appearance was female, but he wore male clothes, also dressed like a man, 

exceptionally good looking. 

It wasn’t a half immortal emperor yet, there was merely an emperor flame that supported it. When the 

two merged together, it could fight on equal level with Feather Emperor, enough to look down on the 

past and present. 

Just like before, its elegant bearing was unmatched. 



Regardless of whether it lost or if it won, it was hard for one to forget, possessing a type of world 

shocking temperament. 

“Kill!” 

Willow Deity released a light shout, his voice carrying a bit of magnetism. Even though this was the final 

great battle, his style was still exceptional, not carrying any malevolent auras. 

Hong! 

After fighting to this point, things were already close to an end. 

He didn’t cultivate half immortal emperor level strength by himself after all, but rather merged with an 

emperor level flame. 

Peng peng peng! 

Willow Deity backed up. His emperor flame grew dim, starting to flicker more and more, blasted by 

Feather Emperor until it flickered intensely. 

“My life has reached its end.” 

Willow Deity said calmly, transmitting sound to Shi Hao in the distant limits of primal chaos, telling him 

about the true battle situation here so he could prepare for the worst. 

“Willow Deity, retreat now!” Shi Hao roared out. 

He frantically chased after those two emperors, wishing to end their lives, because once he let them flee 

and adjust their breathing, then all of his efforts would have been wasted. 

However, right now, Willow Deity faced great danger. 

“You have to take care of yourself!” This was Willow Deity’s final warning. 

Shi Hao roared out, feeling like his heart and lungs were being ripped apart, as if his body was going to 

be torn open. He charged after those two experts, but still couldn’t immediately kill them. 

Half immortal emperors were too hard to kill! 

Shi Hao was in near despair. He ignited his true blood, going crazy to seriously injure the two emperors. 

Then, he abandoned this place, slaughtering his way towards Willow Deity. 

He knew that Willow Deity was now in a critical situation. Feather Emperor was too powerful, Willow 

Deity most likely couldn’t avoid his attacks, going to completely die. 

Shi Hao slaughtered his way over! 

He saw that the Little Pagoda was blasted through by Feather Emperor, the pagoda body in pieces. Even 

though Feather Emperor’s palm was also dripping with blood, he still smashed through the little 

pagoda’s defenses. 

Even if the little pagoda had half immortal emperor bones mixed in, it still couldn’t hold on any longer, 

instead ending up being smashed apart by Feather Emperor. 



Willow Deity ignited his true body, activating the last of the emperor flame to try and drag down his 

opponent with him. 

“Willow Deity, stop!” Shi Hao screamed out. 

“I’ve done everything I could.” Willow Deity said. Its life reached its end, but even if it was at its final 

moments, it was still calm. 

Then, its entire figure carried fair light, throwing itself at Feather Emperor. 

With a hong noise, fiery light covered Feather Emperor, burning there, the sea of primal chaos erupting. 

Roar! 

Feather Emperor roared out, greatly shaken. 

This wasn’t something he wanted to face. The emperor flame went all out, after merging with Willow 

Deity, it burned fiercely, making Feather Emperor feel endless alarm. 

Normally, he wouldn’t be willing to touch emperor flames, fearful of making contact with them. 

Emperor flames had all types of abnormalities. They contained the imprints of a half immortal emperor. 

Now that it ended up in this type of state, if it entered the body of another emperor, it might just wreak 

havoc. 

Now, Feather Emperor did everything it could to resist. 

“Kill!” 

Shi Hao crazily slaughtered his way towards Feather Emperor. 

Honglong! 

Then, at this time, the emperor flame erupted. It wrapped around Feather Emperor, the raging flames 

burning even primal chaos. Everything was in chaos. 

Roar! 

Feather Emperor roared out in anger. His entire body was scorched black, in tatters, his source damaged 

by the emperor flame. 

Pu! 

However, at this time, that flame also exploded. Willow Deity’s figure became blurry as well, its willow 

leaves withering in the sky, turning to ashes. 

It returned to its original form, but the tree body quickly snapped, starting to burn. 

Shi Hao went crazy, continuously slaughtering his way over, all of the attacks landing on Feather 

Emperor. Then, he released endless amounts of life essence energy, sacrificing blood essence to nourish 

the tree that was heading towards destruction. 

Most of the tree turned into ashes, vanishing like smoke into thin air just like that. 



In the end, there was only a tree stump left, an expanse of scorched black, it dried up and withered 

there. 

“Willow Deity!” 

Shi Hao screamed out in agony. He did everything he could, yet he could only preserve Willow Deity’s 

roots and a bit of the scorched black trunk. 

Perfect World 

Chapter 1999: Thirty Thousand Year Great Battle 

- Thirty Thousand Year Great Battle 

A scorched black tree stump remained, its life force erased, lonely and withered, perishing there. 

This scene hurt Shi Hao deeply. He felt incredible pain and sadness. He roared into the heavens, his head 

of thick black hair surging, splitting the sky dome. It was as if he went completely crazy. 

Ever since he was young, he was always searching for Willow Deity’s footsteps, hoping that the day 

would come when he could fight with it side by side! 

It was because Willow Deity had left too deep of an impression in the Little Stone’s heart, affecting him 

his entire life. The path he took was precisely because of Willow Deity. 

How could he accept this conclusion? Willow Deity died right in front of him! 

“Willow Deity!” Shi Hao roared out. He reached out his hand, wishing to stop everything. However, 

everything was already set in stone, he couldn’t change anything. 

After becoming a half immortal emperor, it was difficult for external things to disturb his dao heart. 

Even though he wasn’t as cold as Gray Emperor, Grand Emperor and Feather Emperor, it was difficult for 

normal joys and sorrows to make him lose control of his emotions. 

However now, his eyes were blurry, tears continuously falling. How many years has it been since he last 

felt this much pain? 

He felt endless grief and sadness. Shi Hao couldn’t hold back his great sobs. 

Perhaps there had never been a half emperor who wept like this, but Shi Hao couldn’t stop himself. He 

was like a grieved and lost child, the tears falling down his face making his eyes blurry. 

Willow Deity left this world just like this, turning into a scorched black stump. This ending was too tragic! 

“I finally caught up to your footsteps, able to fight with you side by side, able to stand in front of you, kill 

the enemy, but… you are no longer here!” Shi Hao was in incredible pain. 

If there was no Willow Deity, there wouldn’t be the current Shi Hao. 

After experiencing so many life and death tribulations, the Little Stone finally rose up. 

However, Willow Deity instead long went on ahead of him. No one knew what the other side of Realm 

Sea was like exactly, but it was definitely extremely terrifying. 
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Yet Willow Deity still went ahead, not to become an emperor, only for the sake of peace. This was its 

original intention. As for life or death, it long abandoned these things. 

In reality, there was a group of immortal kings who were like this, rushing into the depths of Realm Sea 

one after another. Even though they knew that it might be a path of death, they still didn’t cower in 

fear. 

They wanted to open up a path with their lives, leave behind more traces for those after them. 

These were a group of people worthy of respect, as well as a group of lamentable experts. 

Most of them had already died! 

Meanwhile, the Land of Darkness was still covered in layers of mist. 

Shi Hao was dispirited and in grief. After slaughtering all the way up to here, he was always worried 

about Willow Deity, wishing to see it again one day, scared that something unexpected might happen to 

it. 

However, in the end, he still couldn’t change anything. 

For his sake, Willow Deity fought Feather Emperor to the death. It definitely used its life to fill in the gap, 

buy him time, help him exchange for some opportunities. Meanwhile, its fate was this dismal. 

“I am still not strong enough, I came too late!” Shi Hao blamed himself. 

Everything he did was precisely to catch up to Willow Deity’s steps. This was the objective he set for 

himself when he was young, yet now, all of his hopes and dreams ended in great sorrow. 

In reality, he already worked hard enough. Who could rise up in this great era, break through into half 

emperor level after becoming an immortal king? Such a thing had never happened before! 

He already arrived at the other side of Realm Sea quickly enough. However, it was a pity, he was still too 

late! 

Roar! 

Shi Hao seemed to have gone completely mad. He roared towards the sky. His body changed greatly, his 

originally refined and handsome figure turning into an unmatched great demon king. He attacked 

crazily, suppressing Feather Emperor. 

Feather Emperor was in a predicament. It was because that fire covered him, corroding his body, even 

more so wished to pierce into his soul. 

There were only a few half immortal emperors in all of history, every single one of them powerful and 

world shocking. Even though the one from the Age of Emperor Collapse died, his dao flame still existed. 

Even after all these years, the reason why Feather Emperor and the others didn’t touch it was because 

they feared this final strike. Now, this flame erupted. 



It lacked the proactive will of the past half immortal emperor, that individual could be said to have died, 

but there was still a type of instinct that remained. The ruined will and soul flames drove him into being 

hostile against Feather Emperor and the others. 

Feather Emperor roared out. A pair of wings moved. Heaven and earth broke apart, primal chaos 

rushing in all directions, world creation power surging. 

However, two Shi Hao ‘true bodies’ slaughtered their way over at the same time, placing him in a 

terrible situation. He was originally already being corroded by a half immortal emperor’s flames, his soul 

seriously injured, suffering greatly, so now, his current circumstances were even worse. 

At the same time, Shi Hao displayed secret techniques, ‘banishing’ willow deity, sending it into an 

unknown land, breaking apart ruined worlds one after another. 

It would be hard for even him to find Willow Deity, that is unless he went all out. 

“Willow Deity, your roots still remain, your darkness body is still there. Wait for me to rise to the very 

peak, I will revive you, there will still be a true you!” Shi Hao said to himself. 

Hope was fleeting. It was because it was a half immortal emperor who killed Willow Deity. In this type of 

situation, even the soul would long have been scattered and extinguished. 

All he could depend on was that Darkness Willow Deity. Shi Hao hoped that when he was powerful 

enough, he could reverse the universe, recreate the true Willow Deity. 

“Kill!” 

Shi Hao roared out, doing everything he could to slaughter his way towards Feather Emperor. 

One of his true bodies towered in this world, his right hand flickering with radiance. Dazzling immortal 

light rushed into the heavens, forming a brilliant and blinding giant axe. 

Honglong! 

Then, he sent it hacking down towards Feather Emperor. 

Dang! 

Even though Feather Emperor suffered greatly, his strength was still there. He frantically expelled the 

half immortal emperor flames and faced Shi Hao, using the Emperor Murdering War Spear to block the 

giant axe. Sparks flew in all directions. This place collapsed, nothing remaining. Under the power of this 

unmatched strike, it far exceeded the understanding of the people of this world. 

In this place, the ripples that surged could easily erase worlds. 

In that instant, endless brilliance rushed out, great realms were opened. 

Immediately afterwards, heaven and earth collapsed, black clouds surged and groups of stars fell. There 

were great worlds that were obliterated, reaching their end. 

This was a battle between half immortal emperors. Universes would be opened and worlds would be 

destroyed, life and death swirling in a continuous cycle. 



Pu! 

In another direction, Shi Hao’s embodied self roared out. His palm and fingers shone. The sword core in 

his hands stabbed into the middle of Feather Emperor’s back, and then twisted fiercely. 

AHH!... 

Feather Emperor cried out, roaring towards the sky. His wings moved, covering heaven and earth. A bit 

of the half immortal emperor flames was forced out. His wings shook, body rushing out. 

“Where do you think you are going?!” 

Shi Hao roared out, attacking ferociously again. 

In reality, Feather Emperor couldn’t escape. That half immortal emperor flame restricted him, as if 

locking him within a domain of flames. 

At the very least, there was enough time for Shi Hao to kill him. 

Dang! 

This time, the giant axe hacked down, sword core slashed out, striking Feather Emperor until he 

continuously coughed out blood, staggering in retreat. His entire body was scorched black, moreover 

continuously dripping out blood. 

“Feather Emperor, hand over your life!” 

Shi Hao’s eyes became red from slaughter, frantically doing everything he could to destroy him. 

He didn’t care about the consequences of this battle, he only wanted to kill Feather Emperor. 

However, half immortal emperors were too difficult to kill. Even though he was seriously injured, 

wrapped within emperor flames, continuously corroded by them, Feather Emperor still struggled, not 

dying even after endless exchanges. 

This was especially the case with that war spear in his hand. Whenever it hacked out, there would be 

endless immortal radiance, possessing powerful destructive force. 

Right now, both of them went crazy. One wanted to protect his own life, one wanted revenge, their eyes 

long becoming scarlet red, killing intent surging. 

Three figures tangled about each other, the clash even more intense than before. 

Pu! 

The giant axe descended. Shi Hao cleaved Feather Emperor in half. Blood radiance overflowed, half 

immortal emperor blood rushing out millions and millions of li, even primal chaos was annihilated. 

Feather Emperor roared out. He was directly hacked in half. For him, this was a huge injury! Even his 

soul was split in half. His magical body surged, filling this world to the point of bursting. 

He roared out, struggling, the cleaved halves of his body still fighting. This wasn’t how someone who 

was just cut into two should be like at all. 



“Kill!” Shi Hao roared out. 

His other self held the sword core, at the same time displaying Chaos Calming Art, Grass Symbol Sword 

Art and Immortal Tribulation Sword Art, merging these three together, moreover pushing them to the 

peak, pushing them to the extreme pinnacle. 

He displayed unmatched sword techniques with half immortal emperor power, his divine might was 

unrivaled. 

Pu pu pu… 

Blood radiance continuously flickered. Shi Hao activated the three great sword arts, hacking Feather 

Emperor until his entire body was covered in blood, body in ruins, blood and bones flying out together. 

Roar! 

Feather Emperor rose up in a violent rage. From the past until now, he always directly suppressed the 

enemy, never tasting this type of defeat. He was cut apart, blood radiance rushing into the heavens, this 

was something that never happened before. 

His soul was burning, yet he was forcefully gathering his blood and ruined body, fighting frantically 

against Shi Hao. 

However, even if he could recombine his body, piece himself into a complete body, there would still be 

terrifying wounds that wouldn’t disappear. Shi Hao’s natural laws were still tearing at him, it was 

impossible to immediately force them out. 

“Surrender your head!” 

Shi Hao roared out. He brandished the giant axe in his hands, smashing aside the Emperor Murdering 

War Spear. Sparks flew in all directions, hatchet radiance surging. It hacked through the primal chaos, 

cutting down on the neck of Feather Emperor’s massive magical body. 

With a pu sound, a head flew out, producing large amounts of blood. 

Shi Hao seriously injured him again, removing his head. He rushed over, continuing to attack. 

Lightning surged here. Shi Hao used this type of secret method to refine Feather Emperor, completely 

exhausting his body’s essence blood. He continuously hacked at his flesh, refining his soul. 

However, in the end, he still suffered the same problem as before. 

It was just like when he faced Gray Emperor and Grand Emperor, he defeated his opponent, but couldn’t 

kill them! 

Shi Hao already used up all of his methods. He tore off Feather Emperor’s divine wings, crushed his flesh 

into a bloody mist, refining his soul as well, truly wishing he could immediately turn it to ashes. 

“You cannot kill me, the one who will die in the end is you. The greater situation is on my side!” Feather 

Emperor roared out. His soul was no different from his true body, hair disheveled, covered in blood. 

The expression in his eyes was like that of a wild animal, carrying unruliness and biting cold killing intent. 



Pu! 

When facing this type of threat, Shi Hao directly sent his axe down, splitting open his primordial spirit. 

Then, he activated great dao flames to refine it. 

Roar! 

The most terrifying situation arrived. Grand Emperor appeared again, his purple energy surging, killing 

intent tearing apart endless time. His long hair scattered out, entire body covered in blood. He walked 

over with large steps. 

“Let’s see you try to escape calamity now!” Gray Emperor also came, his gray hair in disorder, the 

expression in his eyes cold. His entire body was covered in blood, appearing here. 

These two were extremely miserable just now, their primordial spirits cut apart, continuously broken 

down, but they just couldn’t be killed. They could make it through with their half immortal emperor dao 

skills. 

Now, even though there was great damage to their foundational energy, their body’s situation 

extremely terrible, they still rushed over. If they still didn’t make an appearance, Feather Emperor really 

might end up dying. 

“This battle actually reached this step.” 

Shi Hao surprisingly calmed down, not going crazy. 

However, when he took action again, the expressions of everyone here couldn’t help but change. 

Hong! 

He called over the half immortal emperor Bone Crown, forcefully smashing it into the Feather Emperor 

soul he suppressed. Then, he fiercely ignited it, making this place explode. 

Primal chaos great explosion! 

Forget about Feather Emperor, even Shi Hao himself coughed blood, his body in tatters. 

AHHHHHH… 

Feather Emperor roared out. After his soul broke apart inch by inch, he became tattered beyond belief, 

turning into strand after strand of half immortal emperor light. 

“You still won’t die?!” Shi Hao sighed. Even though he made mental preparations, it was still hard to 

hide his expression of disappointment. 

Feather Emperor reappeared! 

That malevolent face and those cold eyes clearly displayed his anger. 

Chi! 

Shi Hao moved with his embodied self, charging at Gray Emperor and Grand Emperor, facing these two 

great experts. 



“En? What are you trying to do?!” 

The two shouted out. This time, when Shi Hao took action, it was extremely strange. When they fought, 

he actually directly hugged them. His entire body burned, releasing a terrifying aura. 

They sensed that something was extremely wrong. Was he trying to take them down with him?! 

In the end, the Shi Hao who carried Grand Emperor suddenly exploded, dragging Grand Emperor down 

with him. 

On the other side, Shi Hao’s true body also moved, tangling about Gray Emperor, pushing him into the 

explosion radiance. 

Grand Emperor screamed miserably! 

Ah… At the same time, Gray Emperor also released a howl of pain, roaring out. 

However, comparatively speaking, Gray Emperor’s wounds weren’t that serious. He immediately broke 

free from that sea of terrifying radiance. 

Shi Hao sighed. It wasn’t that he had to destroy his own body, but rather because his Embodiment 

Transformation body had a time limit. He sensed that this ‘true body’ of his was about to disappear. 

That was why he didn’t hesitate to pay the price, fighting like this. 

As the Embodiment Transformation Great Method was completely comprehended by him, he could 

create an unmatched war body. However, it was restricted by time, it couldn’t exist forever. 

In addition, after using this great method once, he couldn’t use it again for some time. 

Feather Emperor and Grand Emperor both suffered primordial spirit damage. If not for their powerful 

cultivation, their body and spirit would have long been destroyed! 

Destroying a half immortal emperor level magical artifact, indiscriminate destruction, even these 

methods couldn’t take their lives. This really was a bit frightening. 

“What other methods do you have left? It is time for you to head into the afterlife!” Feather Emperor 

said coldly. 

Gray Emperor and Grand Emperor pressed over together, all of them carrying bone chilling killing intent. 

“All of you are already in ruins, your souls unstable, your essence blood scattered. It is still hard to say 

who will kill who yet!” Shi Hao replied coldly. 

In the following battle, Gray Emperor became the main force, resisting Shi Hao. 

The other two emperors wanted to recover on the side, but when facing the mad Shi Hao, things didn’t 

go as they wished. Shi Hao seemed like he went completely crazy. 

He didn’t care about the consequences, didn’t hesitate to pay any price as he fought these three 

emperors. He was completely using up his own life to take theirs. 



This battle continued for many years. They fought from the primal chaos into the Land of Darkness, and 

then back into the ultimate ancient land. 

They all went all out, fighting a decisive battle. 

Time went on! 

This was a great battle between half immortal emperors! 

No one could have thought that Shi Hao would fight Gray Emperor, Grand Emperor and Feather 

Emperor to this type of scene. Ten thousand years passed, but their battle still didn’t stop. 

Their bodies were all ruined, their souls also like this. 

Feather Emperor was previously covered by that flame and then had his soul cut apart by half immortal 

emperor level magical artifacts. Even though he stuck it through, in reality, his soul and foundation were 

injured. 

Meanwhile, Grand Emperor’s injuries seemed to be even greater. After suffering Shi Hao’s embodied 

body’s indiscriminate destruction, even though he didn’t die, during these years, his state was extremely 

terrible. 

Otherwise, Shi Hao couldn’t have lasted until now at all. 

After all, he was fighting three great half immortal emperors, this battle lasting over ten thousand years. 

At this point, all of them were going all out, wishing to take down the enemy. If any of them cowered 

back, it wouldn’t be good for any of them. 

It was hard for those of the outside world to imagine just how long this battle continued for! 

In reality, the following battle toppled all of the records of the past great battles. 

They fought for thirty thousand years! 

All of them were long skin wrapped around bones, their essence blood completely gone. If they 

continued like this, even half immortal emperors couldn’t continue. 

Hong! 

Great waves surged, black waters swept towards the sky. 

Unknowingly, they slaughtered their way into Realm Sea. 

“Heh, everything you care about is on the other side. How about we choose that place to fight?” Feather 

Emperor said with a sneer. 

“I really don’t want to destroy that place, that is the place where darkness beings are born. If we give up 

on it like this, it is just too much of a pity.” Grand Emperor said, the corners of his lips carrying coldness. 
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They fought for thirty thousand years. Even half immortal emperors eventually ran out of energy. They 

fought continuously without resting for a moment, this was a tremendous type of exhaustion. 

From the distance, the four experts were all like skeletons, their flesh shriveled, even their bones 

exposed outwards. Their skin was dim, lacking radiance, essence blood completely used up! 

After fighting to this extent, even though their bodies suffered seriously, there was still no blood that 

came out. 

They could absorb the essence of heaven and earth, but the essence blood they could create couldn’t 

keep up with their consumption. Their life force was weak, soul force flickering about, showing signs of 

complete exhaustion. 

Half immortal emperors were hard to immediately kill, but when creatures at the same level slowly 

grinded away at each other, they would still die in the end. 

However, even though they reached this step, the divine abilities they released were still the most 

powerful ones. Otherwise, if they couldn’t withstand the other party’s attacks, they might suffer life 

threatening danger. 

This was also precisely the reason why their essence blood would be completely exhausted, their souls 

growing dim. This type of consumption, who could endure it endlessly? 

In Realm Sea, waves rushed into the heavens. The four great experts slaughtered their way here, still 

fighting a great battle with no thought of personal safety. They already used up everything they had 

against each other, what was clashing now was willpower. 

Unfortunately, ever since Shi Hao’s embodied body exploded, he couldn’t display it again, already 

unable to create another true self. 

In reality, even if he didn’t detonate it, it would still be hard for him to create it again. The three great 

half immortal emperors were always tangling about him, not giving him any chance, suppressing him 

with all of their power. 

At first, Shi Hao crazily fought a bloody battle against them, not willing to leave. Meanwhile, the three 

great half immortal emperors also went crazy in trying to stop Shi Hao, wishing to eliminate him in this 

battle, scared that they would be leaving behind a great disaster after he escaped. 

Meanwhile, later on, they were forced to this step. Whichever side wanted to flee in defeat would suffer 

the crazy pursuit and attacks of the other side. 

What supported them now was just a bit of spirit, a conviction that they had to win! 

Grand Emperor and Feather Emperor were incredibly sullen and furious. They previously suffered 

serious injuries, so they couldn’t display their true power in their clash against Shi Hao now. They 

believed that this was the reason why the battle continued for thirty thousand years. 

In Realm Sea, black waves surged. From time to time, sets of skeletal remains could be seen. 

Some were left behind millions and millions of years ago and some died in the recent twenty to thirty 

thousand years. It was because the darkness great army went on ahead, already slaughtering their way 



into the other side of Realm Sea. After suffering some resistance along the way, they continued to 

sweep outwards. 

A portion of the creatures descended along Guidance Ancient Palace’s path, but there were also some 

that directly swept through Realm Sea. 

Shi Hao and the three emperors’ battle extended into Realm Sea. He didn’t want the three great experts 

to reach the other shore of Realm Sea, but after fighting for another thousand years, the battlefield still 

shifted. 

In the end, their battle approached the dam. 

There were many creatures ashore. Even after all these years, intense battles continuously happened, 

the scene extremely miserable. 

Immortal Domain was extremely uneasy, too many cultivators dying here. It was unknown just how 

many heroic individuals returned to the yellow earth. 

It was because Guidance Ancient Palace descended, slaughtering the experts of all clans until they were 

powerless to retaliate. The darkness army took in the darkness clans that were previously corroded, 

adding them to their forces. 

Fortunately, the Butcher, Fake Drug Dealer and Chicken Farmer were strong enough. They previously 

struck down two Guidance Ancient Palaces in Realm Sea, moreover seized a transport formation, 

bringing back some old kings. 

Otherwise, Immortal Domain might have been wiped out just like that! 

Despite this being the case, the results were still extremely miserable. Even after fighting to this day, 

countless heroic individuals perished and Immortal Domain was smashed to pieces. The past boundless 

world was in ruins. 

Then, even the ‘Fake Drug Dealer’ was killed! 

This individual divided his body into six parts, comprehended the endless dao to strengthen itself, 

already surrounded in half immortal emperor brilliance, but he still perished in the end. 

It was because there were too many darkness creatures, the great army ferocious. Among them, there 

were extremely terrifying figures, creatures even stronger than that nine-headed monster, the amount 

of immortal kings that were devoured even greater in number. 

Meanwhile, a hundred years before that, the Chicken Farmer also died. This female burial king died 

under the ancient curses of many fallen kings. 

However, her death angered Burial Earth. Many Burial Kings rushed out. They were originally creatures 

created by Origin Ancient Artifact, corroded by darkness source, but now, they rebelled against the 

Guidance Ancient Palaces. 

The most important thing was that the founder of undead knights appeared! 



No one expected that the female undead knight who raised some phoenixes as chickens was actually 

the founder’s descendant! 

As for the founder, this was the first creature that came into contact with Origin Ancient Artifact. 

However, he already disappeared for millions and millions of years, remained silent for who knew how 

many great eras. 

That was why everyone thought that he had died. However, none of them expected that he would 

appear again. He actually sealed himself in a clay container, buried in Burial Earth. 

Burial Earth’s founder was named Burial Lord. He was incomparably powerful, a bit more formidable 

than even his descendant. However, it was quite the pity, he was still a hair off from becoming a half 

immortal emperor. 

He had gone to Realm Sea before, but then fled back. He previously sensed that the other side of Realm 

Sea was endlessly terrifying, so he always remained dormant all these years. 

With his appearance, the pressure on the Butcher lessened considerably. 

The half immortal emperor radiance on Burial Lord’s body was extremely strong. His magical force 

surged, only stronger than the Butcher. 

However, Immortal Domain and Burial Earth’s experts still became fewer and fewer, continuously 

withering away. A group of experts fell one after another. 

Shi Hao returned. He stopped the three great experts, fighting fiercely in Realm Sea near the shore. All 

of Immortal Domain’s clans were shaken, even the darkness creatures were stupefied. 

The great battle of half immortal emperors was actually this intense! 

When watching from the distance, those figures were all slaughtered until they became skeletons, their 

bodies badly damaged, flesh dried up. It really was shocking. 

Everyone backed up. After slaughtering to this extent, it would be useless no matter who went out 

there. They would definitely die. That level of battle wasn’t something they could participate in. 

“Huang, he is Huang!” 

Finally, someone screamed out, extremely moved and also incredibly shocked. 

Huang left for hundreds of thousands of years, disappeared for just too long. 

Shi Hao previously left alone, heading into Realm Sea, leaving for many tens of thousands of years. It 

had already been a long time since he last interacted with Immortal Domain. 

Comparatively speaking, the creatures in Realm Sea, for example, the Butcher and the others had seen 

him thirty thousand years ago. 

“Shi Hao, you are still alive!” 

On the great earth behind the dam, a familiar cold voice that carried emotional fluctuations sounded. 



Shi Hao turned around, immediately recognizing that this was the Heavenly Horned Ant. His entire body 

was drenched in blood, now already an immortal king. However, his injuries were extremely serious, 

even the Origin Source Cauldron floating above his head was damaged, the Immortal Gold great club 

even more so having a chunk missing. 

One could well imagine just how terrifying this battle was. 

The Heavenly Horned Ant was an unyielding figure. After fighting all these years, he had long witnessed 

life and death. However, after recognizing that the one who was like a skeleton, fighting against half 

immortal emperors was Shi Hao, his eyes still couldn’t help but turn sour, hot tears tumbling down. 

“Shi Hao, you have to get revenge for Cao Yusheng and the others!” The Heavenly Horned Ant roared 

out. 

He wanted to stir on Shi Hao’s fighting spirit, to grant Huang even more fighting intent. It was because 

he could already tell that Shi Hao was like an arrow at the end of his flight, bitterly struggling on. 

After all, Shi Hao was fighting three great half immortal emperors alone! 

“What happened to Cao Yusheng?!” Shi Hao roared out in Realm Sea, asking like this. 

“He fell in battle, his spirit returning to Burial Earth, soul scattered. Only a ruined body is buried in Burial 

Earth.” The Heavenly Horned Ant felt great sadness. 

Those who were of the same era as him all pretty much died off. The past Cao Yusheng drank and ate 

with him, a good friend from the same generation, yet he was no longer here. 

There were too many experts who perished! 

For example, that little dog also accompanied Cao Yusheng. 

Hunyuan Immortal King and many giants in Immortal Domain also withered away, falling. If not for the 

group who returned from Realm Sea, they simply couldn’t withstand the enemy. 

However, there were still some creatures who returned from Realm Sea who were muddle-headed, 

falling into darkness, seeing them as enemies. 

This was a chaotic age, battles happening everywhere. 

“What about the others?!” Shi Hao asked. He didn’t see Number Two Under Heaven, Ecliptic Immortal 

Gold Daoist and the others. 

“Bird Grandpa and Coin Elder suffered serious damage, on the verge of dying. They were corroded by 

darkness, now struggling at death’s door.” The Heavenly Horned Ant told him, his expression full of 

sorrow. 

“What about Darkness Willow Deity?!” Shi Hao asked. 

“He might have died. He was surrounded, suffering the joint attacks of fallen immortal kings, and 

disappeared after the most bitter battle!” The Heavenly Horned Ant replied. 

ROAR! 



Shi Hao screamed out. 

If Darkness Willow Deity died, then would there be any hope for Willow Deity to be revived? There were 

only scorched black roots and a chunk of the tree stump left! 

In Realm Sea, the great battle became more and more intense. Shi Hao went crazy, going all out against 

the three half immortal emperors, stopping them from reaching shore. He couldn’t let them cross over, 

or else Immortal Domain would be completely destroyed. If that were to happen, there would be no 

Immortal Domain to speak of. 

This battle was incredibly difficult. 

Shi Hao was always in a passive state because he was doing his best to stop these three. This gave the 

three of them opportunities, allowing them to attack him viciously from time to time. 

Despite this being the case, Shi Hao stopped them for hundreds of years with great difficulty. Immortal 

Domain was still extremely miserable, slaughtering until the sun and moon lost radiance, blood flowing 

like rivers. 

It was useless even if undead knights joined their side! 

The darkness great army that descended from Guidance Ancient Palace really was too great. 

Ah… 

In Immortal Domain, there was an immortal king who roared out, a rain of blood flying about, his soul 

scattering, radiance illuminating the ruined cosmos. 

“Pan King!” Someone cried out in grief. 

Pan King perished, killed by a darkness giant. 

Hou! 

The Butcher roared, rushing over. The weapon in his hands released immortal light, hacking off the head 

of the one who killed Pan King, eradicating his soul there. 

However, this still couldn’t change anything. Pan King died. 

“Ancestor!” Pan Yi screamed out, rushing in that area, wishing to grab something. 

In Realm Sea, Shi Hao seethed in anger. However, he was stopped. Three great half immortal emperors 

surrounded him, he was completely powerless to provide assistance. 

“Pan King has shown me great kindness! With the name of Huang, I command the world’s great dao, if 

there is karma, attach it all to me, protect Pan King!” Shi Hao screamed out. 

His voice was overcast, but dao laws were spoken from his mouth. This was half immortal emperor level 

power. They turned into ripples, surrounding this starry sky. 

However, displaying unmatched profound mysteries like this made his body suffer a serious blow. The 

three great half immortal emperors released sneers, taking action against him ruthlessly. 



In the distance, in the ruined Immortal Domain’s cosmos, Pan King’s destroyed body recombined. His 

shattered primordial spirit gathered a bit, entering his body. 

It was clear that the abilities of half immortal emperors were limited. The reason why Shi Hao was like 

this was because Pan King’s body was still there, there were still bits of primordial spirit here. 

Pan King was also killed by fallen immortal kings, not by half immortal emperors, so there was still a 

trace of life force left. 

Chi! 

In the end, Pan King shone, turning into an immortal peach tree, his original form wrapped within light. 

The void was torn apart and then it disappeared. 

Unfortunately, even though Shi Hao did everything he could, Pan King’s will still disappeared, only a tree 

body and some instincts left behind. Perhaps after endless years, a new spirit would form, awakening 

the bits of memories that remained. 

Aohou… 

A Golden Fur Hou’s body exploded. Shi Hao’s eyes erupted with brilliance, recognizing that this was the 

mount he subdued before. 

“You still have the extra strength to help others?” Feather Emperor laughed. 

Shi Hao indeed felt a wave of powerlessness. He forcefully intervened, protecting Pan King, this made 

him suffer greatly, exhausting a huge amount of essence energy. 

“Golden Fur Hou!” Shi Hao released a low roar, still wishing to help it. 

“There’s no need. I will head on ahead of you!” Right now, the Golden Fur Hou was incredibly strong, 

burning his own ruined soul. His essence blood was like an oil lamp, igniting its own life force while 

rushing at the opponent. 

Hong! 

In the end, waves of terrifying light surged. 

Shi Hao released a low roar, his brows standing on end! 

He noticed that this region was different from the others. The Heavenly Horned Ant was fighting there, 

the Golden Fur Hou also dying in battle, the place where Pan King fell not far. 

“Kill!” Someone roared out. 

In that place, there was a great army. 

At the same time, there was a great flag that fluttered about, the words written on it actually ‘Imperial 

Court’. 

Soon afterwards, he saw something else. He saw that there was a youngster who looked extremely 

similar to himself, extremely valiant. This was a young immortal king who was fighting the fallen 

immortal kings, his entire body covered in blood. 



Behind that young king, a great formation stood powerfully, its immortal might pervading the air. 

There were eight hundred old soldiers that roared and screamed out. They all carried formation 

banners, forming an immortal king formation, charging with him. 

At this time, there were some hot tears that tumbled down Shi Hao’s eyes. 

He naturally recognized that youngster. This was his own son! He actually rose up in this most terrifying 

age of chaos, participating in this battle. 

However, what almost made him cry were the eight hundred old soldiers. 

Those were old soldiers who had previously followed him. Now, they were following his son to battle! 

The descendants of Desolate Border’s Seven Kings and the robust men from Stone Village, they 

previously followed Shi Hao in the Cultivationless Age, becoming his eight hundred disciple soldiers, 

following him into the Nine Heavens. 

However, time was ruthless, the Cultivationless Age impossible to solve. In the end, only Mu Qing and a 

few others remained at his side, the others all disappeared. 

The people of this world always believed that the eight hundred soldiers definitely died of old age. 

Shi Hao built gravestones for them, many people personally saw him do this. 

In reality, he sealed up the eight hundred soldiers in Divine Origin Liquid, they later on disappeared with 

Stone Village. 

“We drank the blood of immortal kings, long obtained new liveslifes. Now, after cultivating for endless 

years, this is the time to fight to the end! Death is the ultimate destination for warriors, the place all 

heroic souls return to. What is there to fear?!” 

The eight hundred soldiers roared, guarding this new Little Stone’s sides, forming a great formation, 

fighting with him. 

These elders had previously been sealed by Shi Hao. He had also left them with great medicines and 

refined immortal blood, but he didn’t want them to come into the world again, wishing for them to 

spend their days in peace. 

Who would have thought that even they slaughtered their way out. 

The Heavenly Horned Ant didn’t tell Shi Hao about it before because he didn’t want to draw the three 

great half immortal emperors’ attention, scared that they would attack Shi Hao’s son. 

The old soldiers shed blood, some of them losing their lives. 

“Heavenly Emperor Huang!” 

The old soldiers roared out, screaming as they looked towards Realm Sea. 

“Ah…” Shi Hao roared out like a wounded beast. As he watched those old soldiers slaughter their way 

out with his own son, fight a great battle there, blood continuously splashing into the sky, his eyes even 

became red. 



“Heavenly Emperor Huang!” 

As if they sensed something, the eight hundred soldiers looked in that direction. They roared out, 

howling in grief. 

Hong! 

The three great half immortal emperors seriously injured Shi Hao. In the end, they still ascended to Dam 

World. In the end, offense was always easier than defence. 

“Heh, haha…” Feather Emperor roared with laughter. 

“Huang, you are dead for sure! Now that we’ve arrived in this world, it is time for your downfall!” Grand 

Emperor’s laughter was extremely cruel, his killing intent rushing into the heavens. 

Shi Hao dove down, arriving on the dam, stopping the three emperors. 

“It’s useless, it’s already too late! The balance has already been shattered!” Gray Emperor said coldly. He 

opened his mouth. Black mist surged around the nearby fallen kings, some blood radiance entering Gray 

Emperor’s mouth. 

“Hahahaha…” Feather Emperor laughed in an extremely brash manner. A pair of giant wings surged, 

wisps of blood appearing on his body, producing a bit more essence energy. 

This indeed shattered the balance! 

During these years, they fought endlessly against Shi Hao, fighting to the most cruel state, their essence 

blood even drying up, unable to appear anymore. 

It was because their consumption was just too great. 

After arriving here, the fallen kings’ bodies actually had the ruined blood these three emperors needed. 

“Back then, we granted them a bit of emperor blood to form some commanders. Even though it is 

extremely little, it is enough to shatter the balance!” Grand Emperor said. 

The giants among fallen kings immediately shriveled up and perished. 

This was an extremely terrifying thing. Even though the amount of essence energy they received wasn’t 

great, it still broke this balance. 

Moreover, black mist surged from the darkness creatures’ bodies, surging crazily towards them. This 

was the most basic darkness matter, able to effectively replenish their needs. 

All of this was beneficial for them. 

“This battle is already finished!” Gray Emperor said. 

The three great half immortal emperors believed that the balance was shattered, they slowly seized the 

advantage, believing they could kill Shi Hao. This was especially the case when this was Immortal 

Domain, so Shi Hao had to act with restraint. 



The bodies of some experts in Immortal Domain went ice-cold. They all heard this, because the voices of 

half immortal emperors spread throughout this realm. 

“Kill!” 

The Heavenly Horned Ant released a great roar, other immortal kings responding to this cry, fighting 

crazily, continuing a great battle. 

“I want to slaughter my way over there!” At this time, there was a young immortal king who looked 

extremely similar to Shi Hao. He wanted to slaughter his way towards Huang’s direction. 

At the young king’s side, those old soldiers were incredibly loyal. They were bathed in blood as they 

protected him. 

“Father, your blood flows within me, my soul is also your inheritance. I can help you replenish a bit of 

essence blood, grant you a bit of fighting strength!” The new Little Stone said quietly inside, transmitting 

sound. 

Shi Hao suddenly raised his head. He heard these words, the father and son sharing a mysterious feeling. 

Right now, his hair danced about crazily, his expression terrifying. His entire body was shaking. How 

could he accept such a thing?! 

The eight hundred soldiers seemed to have sensed something as well. They howled in sadness, charging 

forward together. 

“I have a father and mother, have seniors, yet cannot see them. My wife, my child, my loved ones… all 

of Stone Village was sealed up. As time went on, I couldn’t return, only able to fight by my lonesome self 

until today. Do I have to lose even my own son? Ah…” Blood flowed from Shi Hao’s heart, his eyes about 

to split open. He roared into the sky. 

His aura surged, feeling endless sorrow and killing intent. His entire body released resplendent radiance! 


